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This document is scanned from the papers of the late Jan Gadd by the kind permission of Ian Gadd. 

 

Jan Gadd is credited with the photography and the descriptions.  

He was assisted by Dr John Richardson and Michael Boorer. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

It is apparent that some information unknown to Jan has become known in the intervening years. 

These descriptions were the best available at the time of writing to Jan Gadd. 

ARLINGTON COURT IS A NATIONAL TRUST PROPERTY AT BARNSTAPLE 

 

The unmarried heiress and descendant of the original owner Rosalie Chichester died age 85 in 1949 bequeathing 
Arlington Court to the National Trust. She was a talented artist with a knowledge of flora and fauna, reputably strong 
willed, and a well-known collector of old pewter. She was also known for a strong aversion to hunting. She was 
invited to join the Society of Pewter Collectors in 1923. 
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Abbreviations 
All units in millimeters and gram 

length 
Height to rim 
diameter (2 x rim width) on plates and dishes 
rim diameter 
(pseudo) hallmarks 
Cotterell "Old Pewter•� - see Bibliography 
also includes some Irish items 

H 
D 
Db 
w 

Ph 

height overall 
diameter 
base diameter 
weight 
photo No. 

1 The spoonmakers of the Netherlands had their own guilds in the cities and exported both pewter and latten spoons in large quantities from the late 
middle ages. It is now possible to show that some early spoons excavated from Scandinavia to Spain, previously assumed to be of domestic origin, are 
in fact of Netherlands origin. Present research is aimed at demonstrating that some spoons presently thought of as typically English or Flemish were 
made in either of these countries and the models adjusted to suit respective export market Excavations in Amsterdam during the building of the 
underground railway system have revealed many spoons to support such a theory. Cunently available books, however, have been used for listing the 
spoon collection at Arlington. 
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C- Chargers - British

C2 

M136 

Plain rimmed dish fully marked on the 
back by Thomas Page, Bristol, Cotterell 
OP 3478. C. mid 18th century. 
D521(2x68) 

W3550 

Ph89 

C3 

M137 

Triple reeded charger with "NW" and HMs 
to rim by Edward Leapidge, London, c. 
1700, Cotterell OP 2893. 
D520(2x73) 

W2170 

Pht!f' 2..2...2.. 
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C4 

M138 

Charger with double reeding. HMs to front 

rim by Richard Perkins of Bristol, c. 1770. 
Cotterell OP 3617. 
0515(2x62) 

W3090 

Ph281 

cs 

M139 

Triple reeded fully hammered charger with 
ownership W over NE to rim. Hms to front 

rim and 1672 dated touch on the back by 

Jonathan Ingles, London and later 

Southampton, Cotterell OP2525 and 2528, 
c.1672.
0513(2x76)

W3200 

Ph282 
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C7 

M141 

Triple reeded dish, touch mark on rear rim. 
Hover IE over M. 
D458(2x63) 

W2160 

Ph--

C9 

M144 

Plain rimmed dish by Robert Nicholson, 
London, with the Chichester family crest to 
front (see also D13), Cotterell OP 3400. 
D457(2x58) 

W2330 

Ph221 
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C- Chargers -

foreign

Cl 

M135 

Single reeded Dutch charger by the 
unidentified pewterer "HC". Well struck 
marks on the back of "H.C."-initialled 
angels and two crowned roses, also with 
angels and "blok tin". The name "Hen ... " 
obliterated. C. mid 18th century. 
D 533 (2x67) 

W3970 

Ph91 

C6 

M140 

Important Adam and Eve basin decorated 
in high relief by an unknown French 
Master, c. 1570-90. (This Master 
preceeded the more famous Franc;:ois 
Brio!, but the moulds were similarly 
engraved for multiple castings of the 
basin.) 
The medallion motif is after a copper 
engraving by Etienne Delaume, 1520-
1590 (see ill.) 
The middle section surrounding the 
medallion is raised and shows Minerva 
and the allegorical figures of Astronomy, 
Rhetoric, Musik, Grammar and Arithmetic, 
each described underneath (in the 
French language), all after Etienne 
Delaume. Renaissance style grotesques 
are separating each figure. This middle 
section is surrounded by a rope border 
whi.ch is surrounded by a wider gadrooned 
border. 
The bouge leading up to the rim is plain. 
The decoration on the rim is contained in 
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12 numbered fields of flattened oval 
shape, separated by vases with flowers 
and grotesques. The ovals contain Holy 
Emperors, all on horseback: (1) Caius 
Julius Caesar, (2) Octavius Caesar 
Augustus, (3) Claudius Tiberius, (4) Caius 
Calligula, (5) Claudius Nero, (6) Domitius 
Nero, (7) Sergius Galba, (8) M. Slius Otho, 
(9) A. Vitellius, (10) Flavius: VNVS, (11)
Titus Vespanianus, (12) Domitianus.
These horseback Emperors too are
regarded to be after Delaume, although no
originals by him seem to have survived.
Before World War II only 11 examples
were recorded, mostly in famous German
collections - possibly fewer today after the
war.
Other examples are found in German and
some French Museums, such as: 
+Kunstgewerbemuseum, Cologne, Inv. Nr.
J138.
+Museum tor Kunsthantwerk, Dresden.
+Fritz Bartram Collection, Lichtenwalde.
+Kunstmuseum, DOsseldorff, No. 17638.
Some damage to rim and boss and
scaling to surface.
D468(2x68)

W2220 

Ph278 
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Cll 

M145 

NOrnberg Temperantia basin cast in high 
relief by Caspar Enderlein who's portrait is a 
cast feature underneath the central 
medallion. Enderlein made sets of moulds 
for two versions of this basin: 
No. I (455 mm) was manufactured for the 
pewterer Jakob Koch II in NOrnberg. (This 
version has no portrait underneath.) 
No. II (462 - 465 mm) is Arlington Court's 
version. It should have the cast mark "1611 
CE" on the beam in the cartouche featuring 
Geometrica which is not possible to see due 
to the corroded state of the basin. 
The moulds consisted of c. six parts and 
were very expensive. It is not quite clear if 
Enderlein hired out the moulds or if the 
succession of four NOrnberg pewterers 
known to have cast from them actually 
purchased the moulds. The moulds were in 
use from 1611 - c. 1670. Part of the 
Enderlein medallion at the back has 
collapsed and the inscription "SCULPEBAT * 
CASSAR * ENDERLEIN" is barely visible. 
The NOrnberg pewterer's touch too (either 
Sebald Stoy, Michel Hemersam, Hans 
Sigmund Giesser or his son Jobst Sigmund 
Giesser) is probably lost to corrosion. (See 
Hintze Band II and Hinze "Nurnberger 
Zinn".) 

These basins and matching ewers (and also the 

smaller relief plates) were designed to emulate the 

late, high relief and individually manufactured 

silver basins and ewers of the late renaissance 

period, made popular by the great silversmiths of 

Genua and elsewhere. The great invention here 

was the design of the moulds which facilitated 

multiple castings in this relatively high relief. The 

casts consisted of some 6 - 7 circular sections, 

soldered together. This has caused some 
confusion as the various sections never "line-up" 

identically as is clear from photographs of other 

versions. The Nurnberg pewterers used an alloy 

for their plates and dishes of 9% lead which was 

not at all suitable for these kind of "silver" objects. 

The use of antimony made the alloy much harder 

and more like silver in its appearance. II also 
made the alloy "find all corners" of the complicated 

moulds much easier. Another characteristic of 

antimony is that it does not contract during 

cooling. No X-ray fluorescence tests seem to have 
been performed on such basins but all basins 
which have not been cared for from the Industrial 

era onwards show a jet-black and flaky scaling 

which is consistent with the use of a considerable 

amount of antimony in the alloy, perhaps 4 - 6 % 

(similar to a modern pewter alloy). 

This basin is of some British interest as a 
silver copy is given to the winner of the 
Ladies Singles Championship at Wimbledon. 
D452(2x65) 

W2480 

Phl40a 
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D - Dishes - British 

M149 

Plain rimmed dish with touch, LONDON 

TIN quality label and HMs on the back by 

Edmund Harvey of Stockton, Cotterell 
OP2185, c. first half of 18th century. 
D421(2x52) 

Wt870 

Ph135 

Acc. No. not known 

Plain rimmed dish with worn touches and 
"London" in label. 
D422(2x51) 

W1800 

Ph210 
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M153D 

Dish with worn HMs. 
D418(2x52) 

Wl680 

Ph-

D30 

Small triple reeded dish with turned 

reeding, MN ownership, repaired, 4 HMs 
in diamonds, "IFC"? 
D378(2x67) 

Wl260 

Ph212 
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Acc. No. not known 

Triple reeded dish of late 17th century type. 
Touch and crowned rose with LON DON 

flanking the rose by William Fly, London 
Cotterell OP 1705. Ownership I.E. over M. 
No details 

Ph231 

D29 

Single reeded dish by Ash&Hutton, Bristol, 

''K.I." on front rim, OP 118. 
D344(2x46) 

W1160 

Ph215 
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01 

M146 

Single reeded charger by Timothy Fly, 

London, OP 1704, crowned rose not 

recorded in OP. Crowned initials "EB" to 
rim. 
D456(2x56) 

W2200 

02 

M147 

Triple reeded dish with an unusually wide 
band of partly turned reeds to front, where 

also a split has occurred. Owners' "MR" on 
front rim. Indistinct unidentified touch to 
rear with the initial "R" and fleur de lys, 
Cotterell OP5553. C. 1680-90, provincial? 
D450(2x70) 

W2210 

Ph313 
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D3 

M148 

Plain rimmed dish, with obscure HMs to 

rear {with star and fleur de lys). 
D423(2x56) 

W1860 

Phl39 

DS 

M150 316 

Triple reeded dish with owners' scratched 

initials "V." over ''R.E." to front. HMs to 
front rim and heart-touch by the 

unidentified pewterer "C.T.". Cotterell 

OP5968. 
D422(2x58) 

W1820 

Ph274 
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D6 

M152 

Single reeded dish with ownership H over 
WH sharp struck to front rim. HMs to front 
rim and marks and London label by 
Stephen Bridges, London, Cotterell OP 
572, on the back . 
(This dish forms a pair with D21-M166, 
photo 297.) 
D421(2x54) 

Wt760 

Ph279 

D7 

M152 

Plain rimmed dish, detrited touch, poss. by 
Samuel Harrop, Shrewsbury, Cotterell 
OP5681 (unidentified), identified in Homer 
and Hall, Provincial Pewterers, p. 142, No. 
29. 
D420(2x55) 

W2040 

Ph308 
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D10 

M155 

Dish, ownership MT to front, crush 

damage, remains of an unidentified 

gateway touch to rear. 
D380(2x48) 

W1450 

Ph258 

D11 

M156 

Plain rimmed dish, Ml to front, DI on rear. 
D380(2x50) 

W1640 

Ph221 
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D12 

M157 

"Single reeded" bowl by Hale & Sons, 
Bristol. Rim has been replaced, the front 
polished and a chemical aging agent 
used. 
D378(2x44) 

W1400 

PhOOO 

Dl3 

M158 

Plain rimmed dish by Robert Nicholson, 

London, OP3400, with the Chichester 

family crest to front. 
D370(2x40) 

W1600 
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D14 

M159 

Single reeded dish with obscure marks. 
D353(2x42) 

Wl560 

Ph305 

D15 

M160 

Dish, probably reproduction with Bristol 
HMs. 
D351(2x49) 

W1460 

Ph--

D16 

M161 

Plain rimmed dish with touch and HMs to 
rear by Samuel Harrop, Shrewsbury, 

Cotterell OP5681 (unidentified), identified 
in Homer and Hall, Provincial Pewterers, 

p. 142, No. 29.
D343(2x42)

Wl250 ------�-----, 

Ph130 
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D17 

M162 

See 016. 
D343(2x42) 

W1240 

Ph130 above 

D18 

M163 

Triple reeded small dish with HMs to front 
and touches and label on the back by 
John Shorey, London, Cotterell 
OP4262/63. 
D343(2x47) 

W1030 

Ph266 
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.\.. 

D19 

M164 

Single reeded Scottish bowl with church 

provenance. 12 o'clock on rim is engraved 
"STEVENSTON" and at 6 o'clock "FREE 
CHURCH". Well struck set of five different 
marks on back by H. Reid, Glasgow, 
Cotterell OP3889. (Stevenston is some 10 
miles west of Kilmarnock, North Ayrshire, 
S.W. Scotland.) C. first half of 19th century. 
D344(2x39) 
Wl440 

Ph298 

D20 

M165 

Plain rimmed dish with HMs and 
hardmetal label only struck on back by 
William Cook of Bristol and Gloucester, 
Cotterell OP1095. 
C. 1800.
D344(2x43)
WJ240 r.-:-:---'11,:,,;-r::���:;,:,"�"t[:'_::�-

Phl 14
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D21 

M166 

Single reeded dish with ownership "SS" 

sharp struck to front rim. HMs to front rim 

and marks and London label by Stephen 

Bridges, London, Cotterell OP 572, on the 
back . 

{This dish forms a pair with 06-M151, 
photo 279) 
O341(2x44) 

W1240 

Ph297 

D22 

M167 

Plain rimmed dish with ownership MT to 

front, no marks. -------�?.l.iiii 

D338(2x41) 

W1190 

Ph265 
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D24 

M160 

London single reeded reproduction dish by 
"Harris". 
D308(2x37) 

W950 

Ph219 

D26 

M171 

Footed bowl or tazza with a narrow single 

reeded rim on a circular foot with a 

downward funnelling stem with remains of 
another vessel attached to later bowl. In 

part c. late 18th century. ("Restored".) 
H85 

Db120 

D219(2xt 0) 

W750 

Ph154 
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D28 

M173 

Heavily but well engraved plain rimmed 
dish showing a bear fighting scene amidst 

a profusion of rocailles and other rococo 

symbols. Two dogs on the rim are 

unusually engraved upside down. Several 

bear fighting scenes have been recorded 

on similar plates and dishes, probably 
executed during the Victorian era. Marks, 

label and HMs on the back by Thomas 
Griffin, London, Cotterell OP1861. C. late 
18th century. (Other similarly engraved 
examples on plates and an oval dish by 

various makers are in the the collection of 

the Worshipful Company of Pewterers, 

acc. Nos. 19-23, and illustrated in their 
catalogue, p. 29, ill. No. 11.) 
D341(2x44) 

W1310 

Ph76 
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D - Dishes - foreign 

139 

French broadrimmed dish by Jean 
Baptiste Gonyn, Lyon. This is an early to 
mid-17th century dish of good quality. 
Tardy lists this pewterer without giving 
dates: Tardy: Les etains Fran<;ais, p.437. 
D338(2x70) 
Wl410 
Ph223 

D9 

M184 

Dish with a narrow single reeded rim with 
punched decoration. The bowl elaborately 
engraved with a church scene with an 
inscription below bearing the date "1016". 
This is perhaps a souvenir dish 
manufactured for the tourist trade in Italy 
in the early part of the 20th century. 
O400(2x22) 

Wl680 

Ph310 
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D23 

M168 

Plain rimmed German dish with two turned 

circles to rim and with a good wriggle 

worked decoration of the holy lamb in the 

centre and with tulips and roses within a 

wavy, wriggle worked line on the rim. 

Large "W" and "66" in a shield struck on 

the back by an unidentified Master from 
Breslau, Silisia (Wroclaw - now in 
Poland)). Several engraved dishes of this 
exact size by this Master are in museums 

in Breslau, all of them struck with town 

mark only and no Master's touch as on the 

Arlington dish. (C. 1800). (Hintze IV:337) 
0311 (2x49) 

W815 

Ph296 

D27 

M172 

Modern dish, possibly Italian, with very 

heavy repousse work all over, egg

gadrooning to rim, floral patterns to centre. 
D356(2x42) 

W1780 

Ph217 
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P - Plates - British 

NT7 

Single reeded plate/dish with illegible 

touch to centre rear. 
D280(2x32) 

W930 

Ph227 

2/96 

Plain rimmed plate with touch by James 

Tisoe, London, OP4755. Late 18th century. 
D248(2x38) 

wsso 

Ph177 

25 



No acc. No. 

Pair of plain rimmed plates by John 
Alderson, London, OP 39, repaired. Late 
18th century. 
D250(2x37) 

W620 

Phl72,176 

No acc. No. 

Plate marked by Joseph Bullock, 
Falmouth. (Dr Ronald Homer illustrated 
this set of marks in the Journal of the 
Pewter Society, Autumn 1988, referring to 
Douche's article on Cornish Pewterers 
where Bullock's two known working dates 
are given; 1776 and 1784.) Split to edge of 
rim. 
D244 (2x33) 

wsso 
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No acc. No. 

Plate with surface corrosion, crowned X 

and unrecorded touch by John Watts 11, 
London, OP 4992. 
D246(2x34) 
W540 
Ph175 

No acc. No. 

Corroded and soiled plain rimmed plate by 

Wm Ellwood, London, OP 1553. 
D235(2x29)--------..,.,.•

W495 
Phl80 

..... ,.., 



No acc. No. 

Plain rimmed plate by Robert Hitchman, 
London, OP 2341. 
D226(2x27) 

W430 

Ph179 

Pl 

M174 

Plate with remains of touch. 
D231(2x31) 

W360 

Ph-
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P2 and P3 

M175 M176 

Pair of plain rimmed plates with touch and 
HMs on the back by John Heaney, Dublin, 
Cotterell OP2242. 
D248(2x39) 

WS00/505 

Ph96 

P4 

M177 

Plain rimmed plate with crest to front, 

mark on back of rim by Jonas Durand, 
London, Cotterell OP1475. Crest of twin 
headed bird engraved on front rim. 
D246(2x38) 

W620 

Ph94 



PS 

M178 

Plain rimmed soup plate with initialled 

crest (as No. P6) to rim. Crowned X and 
touch underneath by Thomas Phillips, 
London, OP3651, c. 1800. 
D245(2x32) 

W560 

Ph103 

P6 

M179 

Plain rimmed soup plate with initialled 

crest (as No. P5) to rim by Thomas 

Alderson, London OP46. 
D242(2x30) 

W610 

Ph173 

f 

X 

30 



M180 

Plain rimmed plate with an "X" and 
obscure Hms. Owners initials "TM" on the 
back. 
D240(2x38) 

W540 

Ph174 

PS 

M181 

Single reeded plate. Double struck marks 
by John Williams of Falmouth, OP5164. 
With Cotterell's guarantee label No. 1301. 
D237(2x30) 

W510 

Ph284 
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P9 

M182 

Plain rimmed plate, ownership C over II, 
obscure marks. 
D237(2x35) 

W420 

Ph178 

PlO 

M183 

Plain rimmed plate by John Ingram, 
Bewdley, c. 1780. Cotterell OP5725 (not 

identified) and Homer and Hall "Provincial 
Pewterers", pp. 67/68.) 
D233(2x33) 

wsoo 

Ph95 
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11 and P12 

M184 M185 

Pair of plain rimmed plates with I W 
ownership struck to front rim. Touch, 

name and London labels struck on back of 
plate by Russell Laugher, Worcester, 
Cotterell OP 4077 (here as Russel & 

Laugher of London. ) Laugher's dates in 

Homer & Hall "Provincial Pewterers", p. 

57. C. 1730-50.
D233(2x28)

W390/420

Ph245/290

P13 

M186 

Triple reeded plate with HMs to front and 

touch with AM flanking a bell by an 
unidentified pewterer, Cotterell OP5770. 

(Dr Ronald Homer illustrated this mark in 
the Journal of the Pewter Society, Autumn 

1988, and pointed out that it is struck on 
top of another mark.) It would appear that 

"AM" has struck on top of his own crowned 
rose mark, possibly after having 

accidentally struck this crowned rose mark 

twice. 
D231(2x33) 

W345 

Ph225 
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P14 

M187 

Triple reeded small plate with good but 

unidentified IM-initialled HMs to front, no 

touch, MW ownership to rim. (Poss 

OP5784, a Bideford maker) 
0228(2x34) 

W430 

Ph129 

PlS 

M188 

Triple reeded fully hammered plate, TC 

ownership and HMs to front rim at 12 

o'clock and ownership B over AE at 6 

o'clock. Touch to rear by William White 

(Welte}, London, OP5073. 
D231(2x32) 

�V410 r--------------

Ph224 
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P16 

M189 

Triple reeded plate with damaged edge. 

Hms to rim touch on the back by John 

Tubb, Cotterell OP 4821, possibly a 

Newcastle maker? 
D227(2x33) 

Ph249 

P17 

M190 

Triple reeded narrow rimmed plate with 

hammered bowl and Cotterell Guarantee 

label No. 1248. Crowned rose touch and 

label "PENNINGTON" with mirror turned 

"N"s by John Pennington, Tavistock, 

Cotterell OP 3607. 
D227(2xl7) 

W440 

Ph102 
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P18 

M191 

Plain rimmed plate engraved Boxing Day 

1889. Obscure touch on rear. 
D226(2x29) 

W400 

Ph240 

P19 

M192 

Plain rimmed plate with ownership "IP" 

and touch and "London" label on rear by 
Robert Sadler, Newcastle, OP4088. 
D223(2x28) 

W420 

-
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20 

M193 

Well wriggle worked single reeded plate 
with large central tulip, a wavy line 
following the centre of the rim with 
hatched outer and a foliage to inner 
section of rim. Well struck marks and label 
underneath by James Hitchman, London, 
Cotterell OP2340, c. 1740-50. 
D215(2x28) 

W350 

Ph256a 

P21 

M194 

Hot water dish with twin handles. Touch 
and hallmarks by John Ingram, Bewdley, 
c. 1780. (Cotterell OP5725, Homer and
Hall "Provincial Pewterers", pp. 67/68.)
D246(2X33)

w1547

Ph6

•.klnl!
t, ' 

.. '"··, \.. �----! 

T7 



P25 

M198 

Tazza or footed plate on octagonal base. 
This base and stem is also the lower 
section of a candlestick. Mark struck 

underneath the base of I.B. flanking a fleur 
de lys. (This is possibly a mark for smaller 
items by John Batcheler, Bristol.) 
Dish detached from foot, leaving a hole in 
the center. 
H90 

Db120 

0236 

Ph208 

P26 

M199 

Oval teapot stand on 4 feet, HMs 
underneath by Richard Pitts, London, 
OP3697. 
D138x102 oval 

W180 

Ph198 
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27 

M200 

Oval decorated teapot stand on 4 feet. 
D130x93oval 

W80 

Ph267 
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P - Plates - foreign 

No acc. No. 

Very fine set of 4 French broadrimmed 
plates by Antoine Morant of Lyon, c. 1640-
50, PF on front, Tardy, p. 442 
D238(2x55) 

WS70 

Ph228 

NT7 

Broadrimmed plate - no marks, probably 
French or Swiss. 
D227(2x56) 

W760 

Ph229 

40 



No acc. No. 

Swiss small, reeded plate with narrow rim. 

1729-dated touch and NP-initialled, 

crowned Feinzinn mark by Nicolas Paul, 
Geneva, Master in 1729, died in 1766. 

Schneider/Kneuss "Die Zinngiesser der 

Schweiz und ihre Marken", p. 107, mark 

No. 717. 
D212(2x27) 

W360 

Ph226 

P22 

Ml95 

Dutch footed tray or "dienblad" in the 

rococo style with ornate edging. Touch 

and "ID"-initialled hallmarks underneath by 

the Utrecht pewterer Isaak Doedens, mid 

18th century. {Dubbe, "Tin en tinnegieters 
in Nederlands", p. 375, these marks not 

illustrated by Dubbe.) 

{See also Arlington P23 and P24 for other 

examples by Doedens.) 
D290x290 

PhlO 
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P23 and P24 

M196 M197 

Pair of Dutch footed trays or "dienblad" in 
the rococo style with plain, reeded 
borders. "ID"-initialled hallmarks 

underneath by the Utrecht pewterer Isaak 

Doedens, mid 18th century. (Dubbe, "Tin 

en tinnegieters in Nederlands", p. 375, 

these marks not illustrated by Dubbe.) 
(See also Arlington P22 for another 

example by Doedens.) 
D199x199 

Ph66 and 2 
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B - Bowls - British 

Bl 

M201 

Hammered bowl by Allen Bright, Bristol, 
OP574. Touch inside base - "I M" on rim. 
HS7 

D257(2x12) 

W905 

PH302 

B2 

M202 

Scottish bowl with a narrow single reeded 
rim. Square touch inside bowl by Graham 
& Wardrop, Glasgow, Cotterell OP1943, c. 

1790-1800. 
H68 

D257(2xl3) 

WlOOO 
Phl60 

B3 

M263 

Scottish baptismal bowl on a low foot and 
with a narrow, convex rim with the 
inscription "BAB Tl SAM PLEAT 
BLAIRGOUNE" (Blairgowrie?). Crowned X 
underneath; no other visible marks. The 
bowl shows clear signs of having been 
strip-cleaned at one time with caustic 
soda. C. mid- to late 18th century? 
D245(2xl6) 

W845 

Ph9 
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BS 

M208 

Single eared English porringer with 

owners' initials W over HS engraved on 
shield in the centre of "fret-saw" style ear. 

C. 1700.
L207 

D137 

W350 

Ph109 

B9 

M209 

English porringer with an Old English 

single ear and with owner's initials "EB" 

over "ED" engraved in the centre of ear. 
H48 

Db92 

L183 

D125 

Ph252 



BlO 

M210 

English porringer with a single ear of the 
"Old English" type. Owners initials "T over 

RM" well struck on top of ear. No marks -
C. 1680 -1700.
H41 

DI 16 

Db89 

Ph14 

Bll 

M211 

English porringer with single "Old English" 
ear. Well struck touch inside bottom by the 
recorded but unidentified pewterer "WF", 
see Christopher Peal "More Pewter 

Marks", No. 5606a. C. 1680-1720. 
H36 

Db78 

D105 

L165 

Wl90 

Ph24 

B12 

M212 

"Scottish" mini-quaich. (A souvenir?) 
Db29 

Dr63 

L98 

Ph315 
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B13 

M213 

Bleeding bowl with punched graduations 

struck on the inside. There are signs that 

this vessel has been converted from a 

single ear porringer. (Pan handle added.) 

No marks. 
H57 

L258 

D149 

Ph7 
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B - Bowls - foreign 

NMD 

Dutch reproduction taste-vin with rose in 
bottom of bowl. 
L202 

D121 

W280 

Ph203 

B4 

M204 

Early Dutch twin eared bowl or porringer 
with shamrock ears, narrow, single reeded 
rim and gently sloping sides with a bumpy 
bottom. A similar example is illustrated by 

Dubbe in "Tin en tinnegieters in 
Nederland", p. 122, Afb. 64. C. second 
half of 16th century. This bowl has 
probably been excavated and then 
cleaned. 
L227 

D162 

W285 

Ph110 

BS 

M205 

Double eared French porringer with ears 
decorated in relief. 
underneath ear. 
L265 

D153 

W710 

Ph75 



B6 

M206 

French or Flanders twin eared provincial 
and poorly made porringer. Ears crudely 
decorated with sprigs of leaves and a 
clock face in relief (all scratched in the 
mould), cast in a high lead content pewter 
alloy. One ear holed for hanging. Owner's 
initials "MRD" well struck on 
one ear. 
L281 

D172 

W680 

PhlS 

B7 

M207 

Dutch twin eared 20th c. taste-vin by 
Jacobus Arnoldus Kamphof (son of 
Hendrik K.), Zwolle. Firm closed in 1939. 
The taste-vin is neither de-burred nor 
polished after casting and could be 

regarded as a souvenir purchase. (Dubbe, 

Fig. 559, p. 381.) 
H32 

DbSO 

L200 

D113 

Ph22 
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B14 

M214 

Swiss twin handled small tureen {large 
lidded porringer) on three feet, lid also with 
three feet with wriggled, punched and 
formed decoration, so called 
"Wochnerinnenschussel" (in Germany and 
Switzerland) and was traditionally used by 
a neighbour to present something 
nourishing to women in child birth. Called 
"Ohrenschussel" in Alsace and "equelle 
de boullion" in Bordeaux where this type 
was also common and always well 
decorated. Owners initials "MCB". Three
struck mark with "Fin-Zin" mark for best 
quality pewter by Nikolaus 0belin II of 
Basel, c. 1730-1750. (Another example by 
0belin is in the Schweizerischen Landes
museum in Zurich [acc. No. LM 21561] 
and is illustrated in the Museum's "Zinn" 
Katalogue, No. 942.. Marks ill. by 
Schneider/Kneuss "Die Zinngiesser der 
Schweiz und ihre Marken", pp. 39 and 41, 
No. 203.) 
No size details 

Ph12 
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F - Flagons - British 

Fl 

M215 

Romano-British ewer with a handle, in 

excavated condition, c. AD 400, with 

Cotterell guarantee label No. 1314. 
H310 

Db(damaged) 

Dr90 

W1880 

F2 

M216 

Early London spire flagon with a tapering, 

straight sided drum on a flared base. 

Double dome lid with a "double disced 

baluster" finial. Broken scroll handle 

consisting of a hollow-cast top and a 

strap-handle lower section with a spade 
terminal, typical of the early period of the 
makers. Obscure touch to back of handle, 

{double-struck and upside down) by 

William Newham, London. This mark was 

listed by Christopher Peel in MPM as 

OP5821, unidentified: "W.N. on a flagon". 

The Cotterell papers held at the 

Worshipful Company of Pewterers show 

this mark on a pair of similar flagons in the 

Haddam Church, Connecticut, USA, as 
recorded by H.H. Cotterell before his 
death in 1934 and attributed by him to 
William Newham. (See WCP Cotterell 
Papers, Folder 10, File IV.) 
Close measurements of the Arlington 

flagon coincide with previously recorded 

measurements of the smaller flagons 

made by William's brother John (Free of 
the London Company in 1699, eight years 

before his brother). Another example but 

with John Newham's marks is in the 

collection of Mr Ken Gordon. 
H340 

Hr266 

Db175 

Drl 11 

W1880 

Ph283 
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F3 

M217 

Charles I style flagon with a flat base. This 
means that this flagon was manufactured 
with a plug core mould which was very 
unusual for English flagons of the pre-
1650/60 period. Muffin lid and heart-and
bar thumbpiece with a swan's neck handle 
with a hoof terminal but without the usual 
ridge on the upper side of the handle near 
the terminal. Ownership "SAR/ CH/ AP" on 
back of thumbpiece. Oval touch on handle 
within a rope border with EG (Cotterell 
OP5614a) over two flagons and what 
looks like a small rose between the 
flagons. This is a London made flagon, c. 
before 1650, if genuine. 
The flagon has good weight but with 
strange repairs, shiny areas and no _,,,..,...-,------:==-i��-...,

L.

-----
corrosion. Some other features are not of 
the period. 
H252 

Db119 

Dr97mm 

Weight 1640g 

Ph309 

F4 

M218 

Spouted London style spire flagon with 
open chairback thumbpiece, broken scroll 
handle and double bottom. "Droplet" 
underneath spout typical of the early 19th 

century London flagons. All 
measurements and details of this 
unmarked flagon correspond with flagons 
by the London pewterer Robert Stanton, 
(Cotterell OP No. 4480) who died in 1842. 
C. 1810-1840.
H333 

Hr248 

Db164 

Dr101 

W2140 

Ph230 
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FS 

M220 

Small spouted London style spire flagon 

with unusual filtered outlet from barrel into 

spout (s.c. "hops-filter"). Truncated cone 
drum on a flared skirt and a flat bottom. 

Double dome lid with a large finial. 

Angular "droplet'' underneath spout. Open 

chair thumbpiece and a double scroll 

handle with a ball finial. Thumbpiece, finial 

and droplet under spout suggest 1800-

1830 manufacture - no marks. 
H320 

Dbl24 

Dr90 

WI460 

Ph314a 

F6 

M219 

London made flagon of Scottish laver 

style, with truncated cone barrel with a 

single fillet with a double dome lid and 

with a strap handle. Marks inside bottom 

by Thomas and Townsend Compton, 

London, OP1064, c. 1810-20. 
H248 

DblSS 

Drl 16 

W1750 

Pltii). 

Z.>.> 
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F7 

M221 

Scottish spouted laver of inverted conical 
shape with a flat lid with a finial, strap 
handle with twin cusp thumbpiece 
attached to the drum with a strut. The 

barrel well engraved with "Chapel of Ease, 
Rothsay" and below "Mr John Robertson 
Minister 1800" . Label touch inside base 
by Graham & Wardrop, Glasgow, Cotterell 
OP 1943, c. late 18th century. 
H248 

Db155 

Dr116 

WI750 

Ph314 

F8 

M222 

James I flagon of near cylindricall form 
with bullet shaped base and soldering 
marks visible on the inside wall. Funnel 
shaped footring and do. rim. Erect 
thumbpiece with "F" on rear and strap 
handle with a ridge near the spade-end 
terminal. 
H346 

Db143 

Dr109 

W2430 

Ph140 

F9 

M223 

"James I" bun-lidded flagon with a bullet 
base with two raised fillets on drum. 
Several features on this flagon do not fit in 
with the earlier flagons of this style. The 
thumbpiece is a chairback with a probably 
hand filed rope pattern to the top. This 
rope pattern is repeated on the hoof 
terminal of the strap handle where the 
ridge appears higher up than on the earlier 
flagons with this feature. The finial too 
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appears to be of later style then can 
normally be expected. The drum on the 
early flagons have very thick walls 
whereas this flagon has thinner walls from 
good turning, leaving out the fillets to 

stand proud on the drum. The sections of 
the moulds used, however, necessitated 
soldering the two barrel sections together 
(cup or "bullet" base and upper cylindrical 
section), the horizontal soldering joint 
clearly visible on the inside, some 2/3 
down from the rim. This is probably not 
only a genuine flagon but a very good one 
indeed. It demonstrates that the expensive 
moulds for casting it were used by a 
pewterer working some two generations 
later than the originator of the moulds. The 
maker's circular and small touch within a 
rope (or gadrooned) border struck on the 

back of the handle has a bird and "R.B." 

in the first quadrant (1 - 3 o'clock). This 

mark relates to OP5437 (L TP562 - "18") 
but also to the marks used by the Bancks 
family of Wigan (OP222A). Perhaps c. 
1670/90. 
H280 

Db120 

DrlOO 

Wl520 

Ph158 

FlO 

M224 

English flagon in the "Beefeater" style with 

a cylindrical body on a wide flared skirted 

base and with a short also cylindrical lid. 
Twin-cusp thumbpiece engraved "c" and 
with a spurious date "1672" and a wide 
swan's neck handle with a spade terminal. 
Four HMs on lid, No.1 with A I-initials, 
touch in base, not recorded. Casts doubts 
on authenticity! 
H266 

Db194 

Dr123 

W2750 

Ph312 
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Fll 

M225 

Ale jug with bulbous body and a tall collar 

with perforated (filtered) outlet from barrel 
into spout. Solid cast two part handle, an 
overlap soldered on at the terminal. 
Engraved underneath base "Greyhound 
Inn, Croydon", ownership "JLB" . C. early 
19th century. 

H160 

Db114 

Drl06 

W1230 

Ph304 

F12 

M226 

Ale jug of squat, bulbous proportions with 
a perforated (filtered) outlet from barrel 

into spout. Palmate thumbpiece and two 

part soldered handle. C. early 19th century. 
H188 

Dbl55 

Drl07 

W1760 

Phl43 

F14 

M228 

Jersey half pot. This vessel has not been 
turned after casting and is very heavy. It 

does not quite resemble either a Channel 

Island vessel or a Normandy one and is 

probably a reproduction item, although the 

good weight could indicate that it is a fake. 
H213 

Dbl20 

Dr74 

Wl450 

PhlSS 
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F16 

M230 

Scottish pot bellied jug showing some 

repair. Ownership AW over KT on handle; 

no marks. 

H216 

Dbl19 

DrlOS 

W1580 

Ph136 

F26 

Lidded, bulbous hot water jug in Britannia 

Metal, dented and base damaged. 
H254 

Db103 

Dr134 

W820 

Ph156 

F27 

Flagon of the James I type with a bun lid 

and flattened ball lid finial. Chairback 

thumbpiece, ridge on outside handle, cast 

with a bullet base. Barrel engraved 

"Gestingthorpe Church, Essex", ownership 

"EB" under base. 
H293 

Db128 

Dr103 

W1900 

Ph87 
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F - Flagons - foreign 

F13 

M227 

Rare French flagon from Caudebec in the 
Rauen region, Upper Normandy. Pear 
shaped with a flared opening and a 
formed spout with a flat lid, cut to match. 
Wedge to lid with a twin acorn 
thumbpiece. Strap handle with a scroll 
terminal typical of the region. Turned 
circles spaced out along the waist. 
"N.B.S."-initialled mark by an unidentified 
Caudebec pewterer. Another example is 
illustrated in Roger Verdier, "La Poterie 
d'etain en France." Vol. 111, p. 79. Mark 
illustrated on pp. 76 and 78. The 
Caudebec flagons relate closely to flagons 
of Caen and Argentan in Upper Normandy 
and of flagons of Lisieux in Lower 
Normandy and also to larger lidded 
measures from Guernsey. C.1750. 
H304 

Db132 

DrlOO 

Wl920 

Ph277 

FIS 

M229 

Important Dutch tankard with a bulbous 
body, tall collar with a turned central 
groove and turned grooves just 
underneath the collar and a further two 
turned grooves just above the widest part 
on the belly. The base is incorporated in 
the main section of the tankard. Slightly 
domed lid with one deeply turned circle 
near the edge and another two forming a 
medallion in the centre of the lid, holding 
the marks. High but short wedge on lid 
with a twin acorn thumbpiece on a 
typically tall and slender stem. Three-lug 
hinge and a strap handle. Marks on lid of 
the old town mark of Rotterdam and 
Master's touch of a single gothic letter G 
or Q, possibly underlined or part of the 
letter. The town mark is in a larger shield 
and the shield of the Master's mark has a 
border. An almost identical tankard is in 
the Gemeentemuseum, the Hague, acc. 
No. OOMT-78-41, formerly in the 
collection of H.J. Gallois, and is illustrated 
in the exhibition catalogue "Keur van tin uit 
de havensteden Amsterdam, Antwerpen 
en Rotterdam", 1979, p. 256, No. 236. 
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Versions of the old Rotterdam town mark 
is illustrated by Dubbe in " Tin en 

tinnegieters in Nederland", p. 373, Figs. 38 

and 39 and especially 530b appears to 

apply here. One of the symbols of 

Rotterdam was the river Rotte, which is 

often represented with a row of wavy lines 

which is visible at the top of the shield. C. 

1500 - 1550. 
H138 

Db89 

Dr87 

W810 

Ph295 

F17 

M231 

Swiss or south German flagons (F17-F19) 

in excavated condition, bottom rosette and 
the remains of touch visible on two. This 

style of flagon was made for hundreds of 

years in the white wine belt of Europe from 

Alsace to Hungary. Minor details could 

possibly locate them to Switzerland or to 

the Munich area where the "false coin" in a 
flat lid was common. This larger flagon 

show some older features than do the 

other excavated two in the collection. The 

slim shape and the wide collar could 

possibly take it into the late 16th century, 
although the quite late-in-style strap 

handle does not support this. 
H325 

Dbl47 

Dr94 

W1783 

Ph131 
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F18 

M232 

Swiss or South German flagon in 
excavated condition, bottom rosette 
(detached}. This is a late 17th/18th century

style in most respects, also suggested by 

the remains of what is probably a 

combination touch (with both town and 
Master's mark in the same touch). The 

square touch with cut corners with beaded 
outline clearly shows a cross to the left. 
The late 1 ?1h century pewterer Franz Batie, 
(first noted in 1688) from Konstanz used 

such a beaded outline touch with a cross 
in this position (the town mark of 
Konstanz), a flagon next to the cross and 

initials above. (See Schneider/ Kneuss, 

"Die Zinngiesser der Schweiz und lhre 
Marken", p. 115, mark No. 771.) A much 

earlier Konstanz pewterer, Hans Berger, 
(mentioned 1572-1625) used the same 
outline touch with the cross in the same 
position, but used a touch without a 
border. (Schneider/ Kneuss No. 770.) This 
flagon relates closely to No. F19 in the 
Arlington collection. 
H231 

Db126 

Dr82 

W1225 

Ph132 

F19 

M233 

Swiss or south German flagon in 
excavated condition, bottom rosette. This 
smaller flagon relates closely to F18 in the 

Arlington collection. The outline of the 

touch is the same but the border is a rope 
rather than beads? The touch appears to 1 

contained a bird perched on a branch with 
three initials above of "I.A.S." (Possibly A 
over I---S.) 
H176 

Dbl00 

Dr70 

W890 

Ph133 

F20 

M234 

Rorken Guild flagon (from German "Rohr", 

pl. "Rohre" meaning "pipe") of inverted 
truncated cone shape showing two fillets 

to top and bottom, standing on a large 
domed base. A brass disc inserted in the 
double dome and reeded lid and date 
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1768. Strap handle cast to the barrel and 
a five-lug hinge and ball thumbpiece. 
(Brass inserts into German pewter vessels 
are mostly found on items made for Guilds 
or the Church and on journeymen's 
Masterpieces.) The flagon is well 
engraved with a central floral reef holding 
the traditional Germanic emblem of a 
weavers' Guild consisting of a stylized 
crown over three hollowed shuttle cocks, 
here with a central tulip. Inscription on the 
collar in "platt-German" of "Dis isl das Amp 
(Amt = Guild) A. Der Wehber (weavers) 
lhre Kann". (This is the flagon of the 
weavers' Guild.) and with the Alderman's 
("Master's") name "Michael Johann Ziesse 
Ano 1768". Three-struck marks for best 
(91 % tin) alloy on handle by Benjamin 
Heinrich Gottespfennig, Master in Restock 
on March 20, 1747. Town mark of gothic 
"r" for Restock. (Restock was an original 
member of the six cities who in the 1520s 
formed the Hanseatic League of Guilds 
under Lubeck, "Wendischen 
Amterverband".) Marks are illustrated by 
Erwin Hintze Vol. 111:1923. A similar 
weavers' emblem is illustrated by Dieter 
Nadolski in "Zunftzinn", p. 366. 
H362 

Db141 

Dr99 

W1860 

Ph285 

F21 

M235 

Footed and spouted flagon with a 
cylindrical section above a bellied one. 
Domed lid, angular, strap handle and ball 
thumbpiece. Barrel engraved "Martha 
Wegger, den 4. Maij 1812, Ragwitz. (West 
of Leipzig in Saxony-Anhalt.) Three struck 
mark with ICH above a lion rampant of 
Johann Christoph Hohenner of Schleiz in 
Thuringia, worked from 1763 and died in 
1806. (Thuringia was not researched by 
Erwin Hintze, but the mark appears in 
Dieter Nadolski "Old Household 
Pewterware", p. 302, mark 454. Marks 
here researched by Dr Dagmar Stara of 
Prague.) This flagon travelled some 70 
miles north across the border to Saxony 
and the inscription post dates the 
manufacturing date by some 10 years or 
more. 
H321 

Db109 

Dr83 

W1375 

Ph92 
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F22 

M237 

Reproduction moon flask with eagle decor. 
H337 

Db102 

Dr76 

W1670 

Ph194 

F23 

M237 

Swiss "Stegkanne " or spouted flagon of 

typical form with lidded spout, a 
blackamoor finial and some wriggle work 

decoration. Makers' F.L.N. -initialled mark 

on lid by Franz Ludvig Naftzger I or his 

son Franz Ludvig N. II of Thun in the Bern 
Canton, active c. 1763-1792. This is the 

larger of two recorded sizes made by the 
partnership. Another example with a 
different lid finial is in the Schweizerischen 

Landesmuseum in Zurich (acc. No. LM 
21633) and is illustrated in the Museum's 
"Zinn" Katalogue, No. 491, p. 160. Marks 

ill. by Schneider/Kneuss "Die Zinngiesser 

der Schweiz und ihre Marken", pp. 190-

191, Nos. 1414 and 1415. 
H328 

Db128 

Dr95 

W2075 

Ph90 
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F24 

M238 

Very good Swiss stegkanne or spouted 
flagon of typical pear shape on a circular 
stepped base with hexagonal, straight and 
lidded spout with a hinged lid with a 
chairback thumbpiece. The spout is 
supported with a vertical strut, here and 
commonly in the shape of an arm with a 
hand gripping the spout. (This is the "Steg" 
meaning "landing".) Main lid domed with a 
disc finial. Solid "question mark" -shape 

handle typical of the region cast on to 
barrel, three-lug hinge. Superb wriggle 
work decoration throughout with Wilhelm 
Tell scene, the oath ceremony by the 
Elders uniting the first cantons and with all 
the shields of the original cantons. Single 

combination mark on lid with the bear 
town mark of Bern and initials "IHK" of 
Johann Kupfer of Bern, 1672-1725. 
Another example by Kupfer cast in the 
same moulds is in the Schweizerischen 
Landesmuseum in Zurich (acc. No. 
Dep.1502) and is illustrated in the 
Museum's "Zinn" Katalogue, No. 487, p. 
159. Marks ill. by Schneider/Kneuss "Die
Zinngiesser der Schweiz und ihre
Marken", p. 49, No. 289.
H324 

Db133 

Dr91 

W2140 

Ph286 



F25 

M239 

Swiss footed flagon or "Bugelkanne" of 
pronounced pear shape with double dome 
lid with a spherical finial. Large zoomorfic 

spout in the shape of a fish's head, the 

lower half set in the barrel and the upper 
half set in the lid as a spout cover. Pewter 
handles to each side onto which a 
wrought iron and punch decorated swing 
handle is attached. The bottom medallion 

has been cut out from a damaged base 
and soldered on top of a newly inserted 

base. (It is possible that a new impression 

has been taken from an older example.) 
There are no other marks and the shield 

soldered on to the waist underneath the 

spout holds no arms, names or initials. 

This type of flagon was often especially 
made for City Councils, when they 

became known as "Ratskannen". The 
centre medallion ("bottom rosette") was 

originally used by Hans Peter Vogt of Zug 

who died in 1648. (Schneider/Kneuss No. 
164 7.) It is not conceivable that a flagon of 

this size and "importance" would have left 
Vogt's workshop without his marks struck 
on it! 
H410 

Db198 

Drl43 

Ph93 



T Tankards and 

Mugs - British 

T14 

Pewter half pint straight sided mug by 

James Yates, Birmingham, verification 

mark GR/156 c.1920 

H94 

Db78 

Dr72 

W270 

Ph73 

M465 a/b 

Pair of lidded glass bottom pint mugs 

inscribed "Regatta 1899" 
H169 

Db98 

Dr76 

W640 

Ph167 

M466 

Dixon pint tankard with bumping race 

inscription Bath College 1896. 
H162 

Db97 

Dr79 

W700 

Ph-
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TIS 

Modern pewter tankard with "S.D." HMs. 
HtSO 

Dbll3 

Dr93 

W540 

Phl46 

M464 

Pewter rowing price with missing lid, dated 

1855. 
Hl96 

Db123 

Dr99 

W860 

Ph147 

NMD 

Pewter pint mug with scroll handle touch 

and HMs by C. Bentley, London, Cotterell 
OP 407. 
H110 

Db99 

Dr82 

W460 

Ph67 
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T16 

Pewter tulip shaped pint mug with scroll 
handle, TH on body by W.R. Loftus, 
London, see Peal, "More Pewter Marks", 
No. 2972a. 
H127 

Db97 

Dr88 

WSSO 

Ph68 

3/96 

Late ½ pint mug given to K.T. Frost 

"Heavy-weight championship, B.R.C." 
HJ02 

Db82 

Dr68 

W335 

Ph99 

T2 

M241 

Glass bottom tulip shaped pint mug with 
lion crest. HMs by S. Cox. 
H122 

Db96 

Dr90 

WSOS 

Ph97a 
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T3-T6 

M242-M245 

Four glass bottom, rim-less truncated 
cone pint mugs with broken handle, lion 
crest to front, by S. Cox, numbered on top 
of handle. 
Hl20/122 

Db102 

Or82 

W520/595 

Ph97 

T7-T12 

M246-M251 

Six glass bottom, rim-less truncated cone 
pint mugs with broken handle, lion crest to 
front , by S. Cox, all inscribed "Zoe". (Zoe 
was a 161 ton schooner owned by Sir 
Bruce Chichester between 1865 and 
1867.) 
Ht 17 

Db99 

Dr81 

W520/590 

Ph98 
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T - Tankards and 

Mugs - foreign 

Tl 

M240 

Danish tankard with monogram of King 
Fredrik VI, c. 1810, no visible mar

;.;.;
ks

;.;.
. 
__ ...,. .... 

H202 

Db97 

Dr93 

Phl 1 

T13 

M252 

German Thuringia faience cylindrical 
tankard or "Walzenkrug" with pewter 
mountings. Ball thumbpiece and 
gadrooned and star shaped lid decoration 
(a pewter style also often found on stave 

tankards from Kulmbach and Thuringia). 
The body well painted with stylized leaves 
and flowers with high temperature glaze. A 
central panel under a stylized crown has a 
pagoda with a cross. C. 1750 - no marks. 
W740 

Phl3 
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CB- Cups and 

Beakers - British 

CBI 

M253 

Large Scottish communion cup or chalice 

of inverted bell shape. No marks - possibly 

late 18th century. 
1-1225

Dbl25 

Drl30 

W950 

Phl 12 

CB2 

M254 

Scottish communion cup or chalice. No 

marks - possibly late 18th century. 
H217 

Db121 

Drl30 

W845 

Ph-
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CB- Cups and 

Beakers - foreign 

CB4 

M256 

Dutch beaker with flared sides with bird 

and tulips in wriggle worked decoration. 
Crowned rose mark underneath with 
obscure initials (M.D. ?), c. first quarter of 

18 th century. 
H136 

Db73 

Dr 

93 

W370 

PhtOO 

CBS 

M251 

Dutch beaker with flared sides and crude 
engraving with date 1696, "I.B."-initialled 
crowned rose touch. C. late 17th century. 
Hl38 

Db78 

Dr92 

W380 

PhtOI 
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M - Measures 

British 

NMD 

Double volute measure of gill capacity. No 
marks. 
H91 

DbSO 

Dr47 

W280 

Ph77 

NMD 

Group of six Victorian bulbous pub 
measures, capacity ¼ gill to pint. 
Ph 78-83 

M64 

Scottish tappit hen with "RT" engraved on 
collar, flat thumbpiece, lid wrong (so called 
"marriage"), strange repair. 
H264 

Db127 

Dr92 

W1780 

Ph157 
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M65 

Reproduction Scottish tappit hen. 
H211 

Db107 

Dr80 

W535 

Ph84 

M66 

Jersey lidded measure or flagon of half pot 
capacity. Touch on lid by John de St. 
Croix, London. (This is his registered 
touch L TP833.) Cotterell OP1360. "IDSX" 
mark branded on to one side of hinge pin. 
(See Woolmer, "Pewter of the Channel 
Islands", p. 37 for a list of such pins.) 
Ownership SCB on handle. 
H211 

Db107 

Dr80 

W1060 

Ph86 

Ml 

M258 

Baluster ½-pint measure with bud 
thumbpiece and strap handle. G on lid 
H122 

Db62 

Dr66 

W440 

Ph289 
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M2 

M259 

Baluster quart measure with double volute 

thumbpiece and strap handle. WR 
verification mark from Stamford on lid. 
H202 

Dbl20 

Dr94 

Wl244 

Ph287 

M3 

M260 

Baluster pint measure with double volute 

thumbpiece and strap handle. Makers 

touch of "I.F." possibly by J. Fasson, 

OP1635. 
H152 

Db85 

Dr84 

W870 

Ph288 

M4 

M261 

Baluster ½ pint measure with double 

volute thumbpiece and strap handle. 

Crowned WR verification on lid. 
H131 

Db67 

Dr65 

W435 

Phl97 
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MS 

M262 
Baluster ½ pint measure with double 
volute thumbpiece and strap handle. 
H106 

Db47 

Dr48 

W245 

Ph192 

M67,M68,M69 
Set of 3 brass rimmed measures by T. 
Heath of½ pint, gill and ½ gill capacity. 
Ph193 

, I I f'69- 17:?.o

6�.f""ht-d ?d ,l,-,.... .h,1 

M6 

M263 
Baluster ½ gill measure with double volute 
thumbpiece and strap handle with unusual 
lower handle attachment.. W over GS on 

lid, marked "G. Kiss". 
H84 

Db40 

Dr37 

W140 

Ph291 
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M7 

M264 
One gallon measure of "West Country" 

style with a well engraved monogram of 

"J.R.", repaired. C. 1800-1820. 
H270 

Db198 

Dr124 

W2320 

Ph138 

M8,M10,M12 

M265,M267,M269-
3 West Country measures of quart, ½-pint 

and gill capacity. 
Hl66, 108, 87 

Dbl 45, 95, 77 

Dr70,58,51 

WIOS0,330,240 

Ph293a 

M9 

M266 
Reproduction one pint measure of "West 
Country" style with unusual handle, TC 

mark with animal and crowned rose. 

(Matches M268.) 
1-1120

Db JOO

Dr65

W380

Ph201

T 
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Mll 

M268 

Reproduction 1/2 pint measure of "West 

Country" style with unusual handle, TC 

mark with animal and crowned rose. 

(Matches M266.) 

H93 

Db88 

Dr52 

W280 

Pht63 

M13 

M270 

Scottish tappit hen with a plouk. 
H282 

Db123 

Dr98 

W1720 

Ph275 

M14 

M271 

Scottish tappit hen with a plouk and 
JMK/C on lid. 
H278 

Db124 

Dr98 

Wt455 

Ph144 
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MlS 

M272 

Scottish tappit hen of Scottish pint 
capacity. 

H266 

Db130 

Dr86 

W1370 

Ph142 

M16 

M273 

Scottish tappit hen of mutchkin capacity, 
with "4 gills" on collar, lid as a Scottish 

lidded tankard. 
H196 

Db85 

Dr70 

W710 

Ph234 

M17 

M274 

Scottish tappit hen of Imperial pint 
capacity, 1826 on dome lid, mark on 
collar, WG on lower body. (See M273). 
H198 

Db86 

Dr72 

W740 

Ph247 
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M18 

M275 

Scottish tappit hen of mutchkin capacity, 

with plouk and IC on lid. 
H175 

Db78 

Dr66 

W570 

Phl83 

M19 

M276 

Scottish crested tappit hen with plouk and 

IM on collar. 
H290 

Db125 

Dr96 

W1700 

Ph159 

M20 

M27? 

Scottish flat lidded pint inscribed "GO?, 
KW/DG?" on collar, 1884, by D. Gourlay, 
Edinburgh 
HISS 

Db90 

Dr90 

W780 

Ph294 
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M21 

M278 

Scottish flat lidded ½-pint W. Scott "1826" 

GIV? on collar, crude engraving on lid, Co. 

of Fife verification. 
H123 

Db72 

Dr70 

W395 

Ph196 

M22 

M279 

Scottish dome lidded pint by J Moyes, 

Edinburgh. 
HlSO 

Db90 

Dr90 

W760 

Ph256 

M23 

M280 

Scottish dome lid ½-pint by J. Moyes of 
Edinburgh marked 1843. 
H141 

Db70 

Dr67 

W440 

Ph190 
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M24 

M281 

Scottish dome lidded ½-pint measure with 
Robert Whyte, Edinburgh inside lid. Co/KR 
on collar. 
H116 

Ob70 

Or70 

W410 

Ph255 

M25 

M282 

Scottish lidded gill measure by J. Moyes, 
Edinburgh with several verification marks, 

lid detached. 
H92 

Db56 

Or56 

W270 

Ph254 

M26 

M283 

Scottish Glasgow dome lidded pint 
measure with crown and Imperial on lid, 

palmate thumbpiece. Distinct reeding to 

collar body and above base. Several 
verification marks to collar, Glasgow 54 

etc. (See also M28.) Mark by Robert 

Galbraith, Glasgow, Cotterell OP1802, c. 
1850. 
H173 

Ob84 

Dr83 

W760 

Ph--
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M27 

M284 

Scottish double dome lidded measure with 
plain thumbpiece and Glasg50 on collar. 
H133 

Db70 

Dr67 

W360 

P191 

M28 

M285 

Scottish Glasgow dome lidded gill 

measure with crown and Imperial on lid, 

palmate thumbpiece. Distinct reeding to 

collar body and above base. Several 
verification marks to collar, Glasgow 61 

etc. (See also M26.) 
H116 

Db56 

Dr53 

W215 

P253 

M29 

M286 

Scottish Imperial gill with 1827 on stepped 
lidGIV 
H102 

Db56 

DrSO 

W260 

P187 
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M30 

M287 

Scottish 2-glass measure, palmate 

thumbpiece. 
H95 

Db49 

Dr47 

W190 

P189 

M31 

M288 

Scottish reproduction lidded ¼-gill 

measure. CO on collar, crown on lid. 
HSS 

Db45 

Dr42 

W160 

P185 

M32 

M289 

Scottish ½-gill lidded measure, lid added 
("marriage"). 
H78 

Db47 

Dr47 

W205 

P186 
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M33 

M290 

Scottish ½-gill lidded measure with a 
domed lid with a crown and shell 
thumbpiece. 
H85 

Db44 

Dr43 

W120 

Ph250 

M34 

M291 

Scottish Imp. gill lidded measure. 
H66 

Db37 

Dr40 

WlOO 

Ph195 

M35 

M292 

Rare Scottish Thistle pint capacity 
measure by Galbraith, Glasgow, OP1802. 
Hl62 

Db80 

Dr84 

W680 

Ph293 
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M36 

M293 

Rare Scottish Thistle ½-pint capacity 
measure by Galbraith, Glasgow, OP1802. 
1-1144

Db57 

Dr67 

W380 

Ph293 

M37 

M294 

Fake Scottish "½ - pint" thistle spirit 

measure marked "J Moyes" under lid. The 

actual measure is non-Imperial (20 cl) but 

Moyes working period was post 1826. The 

mark in the mould is probably cut out of a 

genuine piece and then inserted. 
1-1110 
Db60 

Dr65 

W270 

Ph165 

M38 

M295 

Fake Scottish Thistle "gill capacity" spirit 
measure "by Galbraith, Glasgow", holding 

10 cl. 
H98 

DbSO 

DrSO 

Wl35 

Ph293 
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M39 

M296 

Rare Scottish Thistle ½-gill capacity spirit 
measure by an unidentified maker. 
Glasgow verification mark. 
HSS 

Db43 

Dr43 

W120 

Ph293 

M40 

M297 

Rare Scottish Thistle ¼-gill capacity spirit 
measure by an unidentified maker. Boro of 
Greenock verification mark {crown over 
213). 
H63 

Db34 

Dr37 

wss 

Ph293 

M41 

M298 

Rare Scottish Thistle 1/8-gill capacity spirit 
measure by an unidentified maker. Boro of 
Greenock verification mark {crown over 
213). 
HS2 

Db24 

Dr31 

WSO 

Ph293 
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M42 and M43 

M299,M300 
Pair of Irish measures ½-pint, one with 
verification VR/88 the other VR/?. M299 
may be a reproduction. 
I-1125
Db68

Dr66
W210

PhlSl/182

M44 

M301 
Irish Imperial haystack measure of gallon 
capacity by William Seymour of Cork. 

Marks underneath of "Wm. Seymore", 
above "Cork" within a serrated border label 
and a beehive shaped touch containing a 
lion standing on a crown with "IMPERIAL" 
underneath and probably "Wm Seymour & 
Co." (obscure) in circular writing above. 
(This devise is similar to that of the 

contemporary pewterer Joseph Austen's 

mark, also of Cork. (Cotterell and MPM 

OP 4203.) Several verification marks to 

collar, one with the date 1835. C. after 
1826. 
H201 
Db170 

Dr130 
W3200 
Phm- �4(0 

r M45 

M302 

-----

Irish Imperial haystack measure of ½
gallon capacity by Austen & Son, Cork. 
Mark underneath base as OP153. 
1-1256
Dbl43

Dr97

W1480
Phz.7-0 i 3'7,
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M46 

M303 

Irish haystack measure of pint capacity by 
the Munster Iron Co., Cork, OP 3334. 
H156 ----...---:----_.,�� 

Db93 

Dr56 

WSJS 

Ph299 

M47 

M304 

Irish Imperial haystack measure of ½-pint 
capacity by Austen & Son, Cork. Mark 
underneath base as OP153. 
Hl25 

Db74 

Dr48 

W310 

Ph300 

M48 

M305 

Reproduction Irish haystack measure of 
gill capacity, crowned X under base. 
H93 

Db65 

Dr43 

W250 

Ph2!)0 
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M49 

M306 

DbSO 

Dr33 

WIIS 

Ph301 

MSO 

M307 

Jersey lidded measure of pot capacity. 
Marks underneath lid of IDSX by John de 
St. Croix, London. Cotterell OP1360. A 
mark was branded on to one side of hinge 
pin. (See Woolmer, "Pewter of the 
Channel Islands", p. 37 for a list of such 
pins; this profile listed as No. 10). Owner's 
initials IBQ on handle. 
H275 

Dbl32 

Dr92 

W1440 

Phll l 

MSl 

M308 

Reproduction Channel Island 

measure, ALM on handle. (The vessel 
was neither turned nor finished after 
casting.) 
H208 

Dbl IO 

Dr85 

WJ560 

Ph199 
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M52 

M309 

Jersey lidded pint measure, with crowned 
GR struck twice below rim. 
H167 

Db89 

Dr66 

W595 

Ph108 

M53 

M310 

Jersey lidded ½-pint (1/4-pot) measure of 
unusual proportions with twin acorn 
thumbpiece and initials SAT over Eon lid. 
No marks. 
H146 

Db65 

Dr54 

W340 

Ph153 

M54 

M311 

Channel Island lidded gill measure with 
IDSX under lid by John de St. Croix, 
London. Cotterell OP1360, IT on handle, 
crowned GR on rim. 
Ph202 

--"-�, ... �.---
. ·r·-·• ,.. ' .,, 

ii-' : ';' ·• -� .....
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MSS 

M312 

Small and heavy reproduction Jersey 

lidded measure, GR struck twice below 

rim. 
H88 

Db42 

Dr35 

W145 

Ph107 

M56 

M313 

Channel Island Guernsey pot by A. Carter, 

OP 825, here with the additional SM mark 

and mirror turned "N" in "London" label. 
MOR ownership on lid. (See also M315.) .-------�-.,,.._� 
1-1285 

Dbl40 

Dr90 

WISOO 

Ph207 
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M57 

M314 

Guernsey lidded and footed measure of 
pot capacity. Pear shaped with a flared 

opening and a formed spout with a flat lid, 

cut to match. Long wedge to lid with twin 
acorn thumbpiece. Strap handle with a 
dead-end terminal. Turned circles to mid
waist. "PDP" marks on the lid of an 
unidentified pewterer. 
H287 

Db128 

Drl00 

W1640 

Ph280 

M58 

M315 

Guernsey quart measure of typical pear 
shaped form with several bands turned on 

belly and a turned fillet around the waist. 
Formed spout with a flat lid, cut to fit. 

Wedge on lid with twin-bud thumbpiece 

and strap handle attached to body with a 
strut (now detached). Double struck touch 
on lid by A. Carter, Cotterell OP825, here 
with "CM" in a beaded oval and a London 

label with the Ns turned the correct way. 
Carter's measures with his own name or a 
"SM" touch all have mirror turned Ns in 
"London" which suggests that CM and SM 

were independent makers using Carter's 

moulds. Carter's "superfine hard metal" 

label has been hatched out. C. 1730-50. 

(See also M313.) 
H255 

DbJ 12 

Dr78 

Wt250 

Ph311 
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M - Measures 

foreign 

1/96 

French lidded litre measure with a swept 
collar proud of the barrel, hiding the lid. 
Marks underneath of a crowned rose and 
"LS" above "Lille" inside an oval border by 
Leclerc-Smagghe, Lille, 1887-1910, the 

firm purchased by Messrs. Arthur 
Chaumette, Paris. 

H216 

DblOO 

Dr83 

WI400 

Phl45 

M59 

French lidded centilitre measure with a 
swept collar. Mark within an oval outline 
underneath by Deverre Sue., (successors 
of Le Seigneur, Caen. C. 1885. (Tardy, 
"Les Etains Frarn;:ais", p. 278.) 
HSS 

Db26 

DrlS 

WSO 

Phl49 

M60 

French lidded double decilitre measure 
with a swept collar. Sharp struck mark 
underneath by the unrecorded pewter A. 
Ta .... &Fils of Caen, c. late 19 1h century. 
Hl33 

Db63 

Dr44 

W480 

Ph148 
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NMD 

French lidded litre measure with a swept 
collar. Mark within a circular, roped outline 
underneath by Le Seigneur, Caen, c. 
1850-1860. 
(Tardy, "Les Etains Franc;ais", p. 280.) 
( The above form a set together with others 
below.) 
H209 

Dbl03 

Dr85 

Wl220 

PhlSl 

M61 

French lidded demi decilitre measure with 
a swept collar. Mark within a circular, 
roped outline underneath by Le Seigneur, 
Caen, c. 1850-1860. 
(Tardy, "Les Etains Franc;ais", p. 280.) 
1-187

Db42 

Dr30 

W160 

PhlSO 

NMD 

French demi-litre lidded cider measure by 
F. Seigneure, Caen with swept collar and
heart shaped lid. (See Tardy "Les Etains
Franc;ais", p. 280.)
1-1170

Db84 

Dr69 

W860 

Ph70 
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NMD 

French double litre lidded measure by F. 
Seigneure, Caen with swept collar and 
heart shaped lid. (See Tardy "Les Etains 
Franc;ais", p. 280.) 
H256 

Db136 

Dr108 

W2350 

Ph69 

M62 

French decilitre lidded measure by F. 
Seigneure, Caen with swept collar and 
heart shaped lid. (See Tardy "Les Etains 
Franc;ais", p. 280.) 
H103 

Db54 

Dr41 

W280 

Ph7I 

M63 

French double-centilitre lidded measure by 
F. Seigneure, Caen with swept collar and
heart shaped lid. (See Tardy "Les Etains
Franc;ais", p. 280.)
H66 

Db34 

Dr24 

W110 

Ph72 
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S - Salts - British 

S1 

M316 

Cup salt, monogrammed, Dukes of 
Hamilton. 
H60 

Db106 

Dr94 

W320 

Ph23S 

S2 

M317 

Cup salt, X in base, c. 1800. 
H63 

Db7S 

Dr73 

W140 

Ph242 

S3 

M318 

English salt of bulbous shape, with a lip 
strengthening the rim on a circular foot. 
Circular small mark inside base of Sir 
John Alderson, Cotterell OP38, c. 1820. 
H63 

Db9S 

Dr73 

W2S0 

Ph248 

S4 

M319 

English footed cup salt, crowned X in 
base. C. 20th century. 
HS9 

Db71 

Dr77 

WISS 

Ph273 
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S5 

M320 

Salt, crowned X inside cup, c. 20th century. 
H43 

Db57 

Dr79 

W95 

Ph238 

S6 

M321 

Waisted capstan salt on a splayed base. 

Gadrooned sections to bowl and base, the 
top section a replacement. 
H74 

Db92 

Dr78 

W190 

Ph262 

S7 

M322 

Small cylindrical salt with a flared rim with 
a pronounced, rounded skirt and three 

sets of two turned rings to barrel. This type 

was common in South Germany, early 18th 

century. 
HS6 

Db73 

Dr56 

W139 

Ph104 

S8 

M323 

Cup salt with poor repair. 
H46 

Db57 

DrSS 

W95 

Ph236 
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S9 

M324 

Bulbous salt on a short foot. 
H45 

Db58 

Dr56 

Wt30 

Ph264 

S10 

M325 

Trencher salt with cylindrical sides, 
convex rim on a flanged base. 
H32 

Db75 

DrSO 

WIOS 

Ph263 

S11 

M326 

Triangular salt with single hollow, diam 
38mm, early 18th c., England or possibly 
Holland. A similar salt illustrated by 

Cotterell in OP, Plate LXlla and another 
but gadrooned salt is illustrated by AJG 

Verster in "Old European Pewter", p. 67. 
H23 

Db88x3 

Ph241 

M255 CB3 

Cup salt. 
H64 

Db102 

Drl02 

W295 

Ph244 
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CS - Candlesticks -

British 

CS9 

M335 

English important bell-footed candlestick 
illustrating the typically English 17th 

century pewtering method of using small 
sections soldered together repetitively to 
create a larger section. This "turned" stem 
uses several smaller sections twice, with 
the middle of the central ball (or baluster) 

as a divider for a mirror image worked in 
parallel both up and down from this point. 
The style, however, borrows the main 
characteristics from some of the 
"Heemskerk" styles in the Netherlands of 
the previous century. The drip tray is 
perhaps a replacement? 
This unmarked candlestick was previously 
in the de Navarro collection and is 
illustrated by Ronald F. Michaelis in 
"Antique Pewter of the British Isles", plate 
XV, Fig. 45., with the comment " ... , but 
whereabouts now unknown." The 

photograph accompanying these notes 

shows clearly that the Arlington 
candlestick is in fact the candlestick 
formerly in the de Navarro collection. 
Mr R.E. Coward who first listed the pewter 
collection for the National Trust suggested 
the similarity in 1976 which can now be 
confirmed. 
H218 

Dbl23 

Dr38 

W395 

Ph88a 

CSlO 

M336 

Fake candlestick made up from various 
unrelated parts. Hole near top. 
H182 

Db182 

Dr34 

W380 

Ph232 
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CS12 

M338 

English candlestick with octagonal base 

and drip tray, pillar stem with turned 
decoration and plain octagonal sconce, 

fixed to the stem. Base and sconce were 
made from circular "plate-rims", cut 

octagonal. The funnel-shaped socket was 

then soldered on to the lower section of 

the base and small edging strips soldered 
on underneath. This example was 
(unusually) turned underneath after the 
strips were soldered-on which is clear to 
see from a cut into the base-strip made by 
the turning-steel. "MW" stamped under 

base. 
H211 

Db168 

Dr72(sconcc) 

Ddt90 

W670 

Ph257 

CS13 

M339 

Simply made English candlestick with 
octagonal base and drip tray and pillar 

stem with turned decoration. This 
candlestick has grooved edges following 

the octagonal sections to emulate other 
candlesticks with edging strips soldered 

on underneath the base and protruding 
outside each section. A candlestick 
manufactured using a similar method has 

been recorded at the Fitzwilliam's 
Museum in Cambridge, No. NAV 165-

1933. No marks, c. 1690. Both the 
Arlington and the Fitzwilliam candlesticks 

have been condemned by several leading 

pewter experts. 
H185 

Db133 

Dr38 

Ddt84 

W410 



CS14 

M340 

Very good English ball knopped 
candlestick with vertical gadrooned edging 
to a circular base. Top and bottom section 
of knop also decorated with swept 
gadrooning either side of a pronounced 
fillet. Plain cylindrical stem with a fixed 
sconce, unusually decorated on the 
underside with what appears to be 
hatched-out gadrooning. Obscure initialled 
diamond touch to the top of the sconce. 
The stem binding (fillets) of one convex 

and a concave section either side is 
reminiscent of work by London 
candlestick makers of the period. This 
candlestick was illustrated by Ken Gordon 
in "Pewter - The Candlestick Maker's 

Bawle", ill. No. 7. Two more candlesticks 
illustrated here, Nos. 23 and 24 relate 
closely to the Arlington one. (By counting 
the gadroons on the ball knops it may 
eventually be established if they came out 
of the same moulds.) C. 1700-1720, 
probably London. 
HJ69 

Db120 

Dr46(sconce) 

W320 

Ph292 

CS20 

M346 

Pair of very tall Britannia Metal 
candlesticks with elongated baluster stem 
and beaded sections to base, drip pan and 

top of baluster column. One candlestick 
(still) weighted. 
H305 

Db134 

Dr53 

W3 J 140/780 ( one weighted) 

Ph142a 
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CS23 

M349 

Probably English candlestick with square 
tapering base and tall and plain pillar 
some bright cut decoration. C. 1790-1820 

or later. Another example is illustrated by 
Cotterell in OP, plate XXVI, a. 
H246 

Db97 

Dr40 

W400 

Ph272 

CS24 

M356 

English candlestick on a square, tapering 
base with a tall tubular stem, some bright 

cut decoration, c. 1790 -1820. Another 
example is illustrated by Cotterell in OP, 

plate XXVI, a. 
H239 

Db109 

W340 

Ph251 
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CS25 and CS26 

M351,M352 
Pair of English candlesticks on a square, 
tapering base with bright cut decoration 
and a tall, plain pillar stem. C. 1790 -
1820. This style also very common in 
silver and brass. Another example is 
illustrated by Cotterell in OP, plate XXVI, 
a. 
H224 

Db97 

W410/460 

Ph306/26a 
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CS - Candlesticks -

foreign 

CSl and CS2 

(307) 
Pair of large Belgian candlesticks on tripod 

base with fluted decor by Johannes 
Rijmenants, Brussels, Master from 1780. 

This pair possibly first half of 19th century 

and must be classified as "reproduction". 
H945 

Db80 

Ph206 

CS4 

M104b 
Pair of large Belgian candlesticks on tripod 

base with fluted decor by P.J. Joiris, 

Liege, who was a 19th manufacturer of 

reproduction pewter. 
H815 

Db82 

Dr113 

Ph205 

CSS and CS6 

M331 
Pair of pricket candlesticks on bell shaped 
bases. Baluster stem with two knops. 
H308 (pricket 55 mm) 

Db178 

Dr140 

Ph--
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CS7 and CS8 

M333,M334 
Good pair of Dutch pricket candlesticks 
(altar candlesticks). This 16th century style 
shows a clever use of moulds by the 
pewterer as the lower section from the 
central disc is a mirror image of the upper 

half. The cups and bases probably served 
more purpose than one, and the use as 
lids for flagons and tankards is an obvious 
suggestion, then with thinner turned wall 
sections as the heavier weight for table 
stability would not then be required. The 
bases are sometimes one size larger than 
the cups which was easy to arrange with 

lids from two size vessels. (See Dubbe 
"Tin en tinnegieters in Nederland", p.248, 
Afb. 145 for another showing such use.) 
Dutch candlesticks of this type from the 

previous 15th century in both brass and 
pewter had the discs evenly spaced along 

the stems and the cup and foot (then also 

a mirror image of each other) had angular, 

sometimes square, sections. Several 
pewter candlesticks of this earlier kind are 
in the Boymans-van Beuningen Museum 
in Rotterdam and are illustrated in their 
catalogue "Decorative Art Middle Ages 
and Renaissance" pp. 105 and 106. This 
style became very influencial in countries 

with close contact with Holland. A much 

later example of this style of base is the 

Grainger (1616) candlestick at the Victoria 

and Albert Museum. (With a pillar stem 

and socket for the smaller type of candle.) 
With the arrival in Holland of the brass 
moulds c. 1550, the pewterers were given 

"softer'' options as to outline, achieved in 
the founders' lathes. The Arlington pair is 
an excellent example of this later style as 
are the contemporary "Heemskerk" 
candlesticks, although these had stems 

with sockets for the smaller type of candle. 

An almost identical candlestick is 

illustrated by A.J.G. Verster in "Old 
European Pewter'', p. 79. This was in his 

own collection, now at the Boymans - van 
Beuningen Museum. Another example, 
possibly the pair at Arlington Court, is 

illustrated by H.J.L. Masse in "Chats on 
Old Pewter", p. 119 in the 1928 edition. No 
marks - c. 1 550 . 
H322 

Db128 

Dr120 

W1140 

Ph303 
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7352KG 

Pricket candlestick in 16th century style, 3 
four-petal rose marks all with "S.I.". Origin 
and age uncertain - the style and 
repetition of a single mark suggests 
foreign reproduction? 
H436 

Db80 

Dr80 

Ph88 

CSll 

M337 

Dutch candlestick of a "modified 
Heemskirk" style with circular, double 
dome base and saucer drip tray with a 
straight sided conical section connecting 
base and drip tray. Pillar stem with formed 
"bobbin turned" sections. This candlestick 
is very difficult to judge. It was probably 
excavated with the metal mechanically 
straightened afterwards. It has been 
partially cleaned with abrasives. C. early 
17th century. 
H150 

Dr31 

Ddt90 

W355 
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CSl 7 and CS18 

M276 

Pair of good German candlesticks on a 
square base with cut corners and drip tray 
incorporated in base. Formed, facetted 
baluster stem with a formed octagonal 
candle socket. The bases were assembled 
from sheet pewter as is made clear from 
several splits in corners and from 
soldering marks. What looks like "turning 
marks" underneath the base are probably 
impressions from a sheet-casting mould. 

Indistinct mark underneath both bases. An 
almost identical but smaller candlestick is 
illustrated by Hanns-Ulrich Haedeke in 
"Zinn", 3rd edition, 1983, p. 266, Abb. 372. 
C. 1720-1740. Another almost identical
candlestick but with a slightly waisted
octagonal socket was in the Yeates
collection.
Hl89 

Ob121 

Dr28 

W315 

Ph292a 

CS21 and CS22 

M348 

Pair of Dutch candlesticks with oval base. 
Angel mark underneath by Abraham 
Metman of Gorkum, Holland, active c. 
1756-1792, using his father's, Hercules 
Metman, modified touch. ("H" is here 
changed to "A".) Dubbe "Tin en 
tinnegieters in Nederland", p. 346, mark 
No. 287. 
H153 

Dbl08x70 oval 

Dr32 

W310 

Ph184 
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CS27 

M353 
Dutch candlestick with a square, tapering 
base with bright cut decoration and a 
short, plain pillar stem. C. 1790 - 1820. 
This style also very common in silver and 
brass. A similar short stem candlestick is 
illustrated by Dubbe in "Tin en tinnegieters 
in Nederland", p. 274, afb. 149. 
H152 

Db82 

Dr36 

W270 

Phl19 

S28 and CS29 

M127 alb, 
Pair of Dutch six branch and seven socket 
candelabra in the late baroque style. 
Hexagonal bases with hexagonal drip 
pans and stems with two ball knops. 
Sockets on branches also with drip trays. 
Obscure hallmarks on outside base, c. late 
18th -early 19th century, possibly 
reproduction, c. 1880. 
H362 

Db136 

W2560 x 2 

Phl 

• 
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NK - Inkstands 

British 

NKl 

M357a 

Treasury inkwell on four ½-ball feet with 

two lids with three compartments under 

one. Neptune touch and HMs under base 

by Edgar & Co., Bristol, Cotterell OP 1511. 

C. 1820-30.
L206 

0141 

H63 

W1380 

Ph161 

NK2 

M357b 

Treasury inkwell on four ½-ball feet with 

two lids with compartments, c. 1800-1840. 
L160 

0111 

H70 

wno 

Phll3 

NK3 

M358a 

So called Irish inkwell of cubic form with 

two drawers, hinged, domed lid, c. 1800-

1840. Inkwells of cubic form were copied 

from Dutch originals where they were 

made from c. 1720 in Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam (see Dubbe, p. 311). 
L71 

07] 

H75 

W700 

Phl88 
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NK4 

M359a 

So called Irish inkwell of cubic form with 2 
drawers, (1 missing), hinged, domed lid, c. 
1800-1840. Inkwells of cubic form were 

copied from Dutch originals where they 
were made from c. 1720 in Amsterdam 
and Rotterdam (see Dubbe, p. 311 ). 
L70 

070 

H73 

WS80 

Ph30Sa 
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SB - Small boxes -

British 

SBl 

M360 

Elliptical snuff box without decoration. 
Size98x44x22 - 95g 

Ph31 

SB2 

M361a/b 

Oval snuff box with rococo scrolls in relief 

and with spoon inside. 
Size82x32x24 - 60g 

Ph259 

SB3 

M363 

Rectangular snuff box with pronounced 

beading around edges. 
Size82x59x20 - I 05g 

Ph30 

SB4 

M362 

Rectangular snuff box with an oval name 

panel on lid. 
Size74x51xl 7 - 32g 

Ph32 
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SBS 

M363 

Rectangular snuff box with copper section 
(previously plated?) inserted into lid. 
Size73x36x19 - 95g 

Phi IS 

SB6 

M364 

Angular snuff box with 

decoration to sides and lid. 
Sizc72x47x33 - I 04g 

Ph23 

SB7 

M365 

Rectangular snuff with lid showing a 
farmyard scene in relief. 
Size72x47xl 7 - 30g 

Ph268 

SB8 

M366 

Rectangular snuff box with bright cut and 

punched decoration to lid and edge. 
Size67x42xl3 - 45g 
Ph28 
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SB9 

M367 

Rectangular snuff box with 
decoratiom to lid and sides. 
Size69x42x I 5 
Ph324 

SBlO 

M368 

Rectangular snuff box with a dog and 

geese in relief on lid and with 

panel to the front side. 
Sizc65x42xl 5 -SOg 

_
__ Ph29 

Rectangular snuff box with rococo scrolls 
and "ERV" on lid. 
Size63x36x 17 -65g 

Ph127 

SB12 

M370 

Oval snuff box, dog on lid. 
Size60x36x 16 -40g 

Ph128 
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SB13 

M371 

Fluted vesta box. 
Size60x25x 16 

Ph320 

SB14 

M372 

Snuff box, rectangular with rounded lid 

and top, decorated in low relief with 

rococo rocailles. Fillet around all sides. 
Size59x32x 13 

Ph259a 

SB15 

M373 

Rectangular plain snuff, box. 
Size56x28x 19 

Ph323 

SB16 

M374 

Snuff with fluted decor to lid. 
Size52x32xl3 -ISg 

Ph271 
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SB17 

M375 

Rectangular snuff box with decorated 

panels to lid and sides. 
Size53x28xl4 -30g 

Phl06 

SB18 

M376 

Rectangular snuff box, lid decorated with 

a rider in relief. 
Size50x27x 14 -20g 

Ph270 

SB19 

M377 

Very small rectangular snuff box; lid with 

overlapping sides with floral edging. 
Size34xl8x6 -tog 

Phl17 

SB20 

M378 

Rectangular snuff box. 
Sizc40x28x IS 

Ph319 
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SB21 

M379 

Rectangular snuff, decorated with a border 

around lid and central motif. 
Sizc40x24x8 

Ph261 

SB22 

M380 

Oval well engraved snuff or tobacco box. 
Size92x67x22 

Ph33 

SB23 

M381 

Oval snuff box with relief decoration on 

edge. 
Size77x54xl 6 - I OSg 

PhJOS 

SB24 

M382 

Oval snuff box with beaded edges. 
Size72x51x19 - 80g 

Ph126 
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SB25 

M383 

Oval snuff box with 1861 farthing inserted 

into lid. Ownership S.M.B. dated 1861. 
Size52x38x22 - 60g 

Phl24 

SB26 

M384 

Circular snuff box. 
Db39xH14 

Ph325 

SB27 

M385 

Circular snuff box with WR engraved on 

lid. 
Db40xH10 

Ph326 

SB28 

M386 

Heart shaped vesta case. 
Size48x41 - 30g 

Phl25 
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SB29 

M387 

Shoe snuff box with broken lid. 
LI02xR32 

Ph318 

SB30 

M388 

Shoe snuff box, side hinged with rococo 
border to lid. 
L78xH26 

Ph317 

SB31 

M389 

Pistol snuff box. 
LI08 

Ph321 

SB32 

M390 

Pistol snuff box. 
LI JO 
Wl40 

Phl23 
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B33 

M391 
Scottish horn snuff mull with pewter 

mountings. Ownership "JWP" on lid. 
LIOS 

W60 

Phl20 

SB34 

M392 
Scottish snuff mull made from deer hoof 

horn, marked inside lid by Durie, OP1477. 
Size82x43 

Ph322 

SB35 

M393 
Scottish snuff mull, pewter mounted, made 

from animal's hoof horn, damaged. 
Size80x39 

Ph260 

SB36 and SB37 

M395,M394 
Two similar Scottish snuff mulls made 

from deer hoof hoof horn with an oval 
pewter lid. 
Size c. 60x38 

WI0S/62 

Ph121 
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SB38 

M396a 

Rare apothecaries/tobacconists snuff 
grater with a wooden plunger with crossed 

serrated iron teeth at the end to enter the 
pewter mounted cylindrical wooden mill. 

Ready ground snuff was freely available 
from c. 1700 and these graters are usually 
referred to as English of the late 171h 

century. (See Edward H. Pinto "Wooden 

Bygones of Smoking and Snuff Taking", 

p.57, and plate 24 for examples.)
H102 

Db33 

Ph316 
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SP - Spoons - British 

SP2 

M398 

Latten spoon with the figure of an oriental 
as a knop (so called "Buddah" knop). This 
spoon has no marks and has once been 
highly polished, now showing an even 
oxide. The edges of the bowl are very 
sharp and the spoon is probably a fake. 
L192 

W42 

Ph16 

SP9 

M405 

English pewter spoon with a gadrooned 
baluster knop, with three "discs" above 
and below baluster and a flat, hexagonal 
stem. Beaded touch of a "H" or "I - I" 
flanking a sun. See Ronald F. Homer "Five 
centuries of base metal spoons", p. 29 for 
bowl and knop type and p. 55 for mark 
(here _recorded under "pewter acorn 
knops" with touch border shown solid 
rather than beaded). C. 1570. 
L163 

W30 

Ph19 

SPlO 

M406 

English pewter spoon with a fluted 
baluster finial and flattened hexagonal 
stem. Touch of crown over obscure devize 
with R and H flanking struck inside bowl. 
Another example is illustrated by Ronald 
F. Homer "Five centuries of base metal
spoons" p. 29, top illustration, mark
illustrated under "baluster", p. 55. C. 1570.
L158 

W24 

Ph64 
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SPll 

M407 
English pewter spoon with a fluted 
baluster finial and obscure circular touch 
within a beaded border inside bowl. 
Another similar example is illustrated by 
Ronald F. Homer "Five centuries of base 
metal spoons" p. 29, top illustration. Some 
repairs, c. 1570. 
L156 

WSS 

Ph60 

SP12 

M408 
English pewter spoon with a fluted 
baluster finial and obscure circular touch 
inside bowl. Another example is illustrated 
by Ronald F. Homer "Five centuries of 
base metal spoons" p. 29, top illustration. 
Some repairs, c. 1570. 
LIS6 

Ph41 

SP13 and SP14 

M409,M410 
Two English latten spoons with fig shaped 
bowls, flattened hexagonal stems and seal 
top scrolled baluster knop. Another 
example is illustrated by Ronald F. Homer 
"Five centuries of base metal spoons" p. 
39, left. Obscure mark. C. mid 17'h 
century. (Almost identical.) 

Ll72/170 

Ph44 

I 21 



SP15 and SP16 

M411,M412 
Pair of English latten seal top ball spoons 
with fig shaped bowl and flattened 
hexagonal stem with fleur de lys mark 

inside bowl. See Ronald F. Homer "Five 
centuries of base metal spoons" p. 54 for 
this recorded mark. Another example is 
illustrated by Homer, p. 39, middle. C. 
1570. 
LI 53/151 

Ph51/61 

SP17 

M413 
English latten ball seal top spoon with fig 

shaped bowl and flattened hexagonal 
stem with I.W. initialled fleur de lys mark 

inside bowl. See Ronald F. Homer "Five 
centuries of base metal spoons" p. 54 for 

this recorded mark (here recorded under 

"slip top spoons"). C. 1570. 
L156 

W22 

Ph52 
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SP20 

M416 

Latten slip top spoon with hexagonal 
section stem. 
Photo missing 

SP21 

M417 

An English latten slip top spoon. Circular 
touch inside bowl with "double whited" in 
circular writing and initials "GP" within a 
central heart. See Ronald F. Homer "Five 
centuries of base metal spoons" p. 54 for 
this recorded mark (here recorded under 
"seal top spoons"). C. first half of 17th 

century. 
L154 
W24 

Ph38 

SP24 

M420 

English latten spoon with a spinning pastry 
cutter knop, c. early 18th century, judged 
by bowl shape and stem, mostly hand 
worked? 
Lt49 
W40 

Ph37 
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SP26 

422 

English latten trifid ("pied de biche") spoon 
with ownership to front of P over AM over 
P and makers mark inside bowl of A and 
(B?) flanking a heart in a beaded, circular 
touch. See Ronald F. Homer "Five 
centuries of base metal spoons" p. 55 for 
this recorded mark. 
L176 

W30 

Ph63 

SP37 

M433 

English dog nose pewter spoon with shell 
motif cast in relief on the back. Touch, 
HMs and crowned X by John Fasson, r:;::::;;iil••••---��':"".::-:= 
London, OP 1635, c. first half of the 18th llt 
century. A similar spoon is illustrated by 1
Ronald F. Homer "Five centuries of base 
metal spoons" p. 43, middle. 
L220 

W60 

Ph47 

SP38 

M434 

English reproduction rat tail and dog 
nosed spoon made as a souvenir of a 
1909 pewter exhibition in Glasgow. Front 
of stem engraved "Souvenir - Provand's 
Lordship - Pewter Exhibition 1909". 
L218 

W60 

Ph17 
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SP39 

M435 

English spoon with elongated bowl and a 

shell motif on the back. Four hallmarks, 

crowned X and London on stem by 
Lawrence Yates, London, c. 1750. 

(Cotterell OP5342) 
L220 

W65 

Ph40 

SP41 

M437 

Brass duck-and-hen egg spoon. 
L290 

W210 

Ph54 

SP42 

M438a/b/c 

Bronze spoon mould in two halves 

containing round-end rat tail spoon. 
W1460 

Ph65 
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SP43 

M439a/b/c 

Bronze spoon mould in two halves for 
casting trifid spoons, well engraved with a 
scroll of flowers and containing spoon. 
W1470 

Ph58a, 62 

SP45 

M441 

Pewter ladle with a wooden handle, right 
handed side pourer, concentrical circles to 
outside bowl. 
L350 

W140 

Ph43a 

SP46 

M442 

Soup ladle with right handed side pourer 
and wooden handle 
L296 

W65 

Ph43 

SP47 

M443 

English pewter ladle of almost cylindrical 
form, wooden handle and decorated side. 
Griffin's head mark and X struck inside 
bowl. 
L325 

W70 
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SP - Spoons - foreign 

M450 

Dutch sugar sifter with a bird finial. 

"L.E.R."-initialled angel mark on stem by 

an unidentified pewterer. C. late 19th 

century? 
L184 

Bowl74 

W95 

SPl 

M397 

Cast latten spoon with "tower and steeple" 

knop with a long handle with diamond 

section, mandolin/fig bowl and a circular 
mark on the back of bowl. A similar 

example is illustrated by Ronald F. Homer 

"Five centuries of base metal spoons" p. 

32. C. 14th century. These spoons are now

thought of as Italian.
L159 

Ph56 

SP3 

M399 

Tinned latten spoon with apostle knop 

(missing), flattened hexagonal stem with a 

groove filed down the middle of the front of 

the stem (which indicates that it may be 
Dutch - see Opgravingen in Amsterdam?). 

Obscure mark within a beaded circle 

inside bowl of three spoons with faint 

initials either side. (This spoon was clearly 
described by R.E. Coward in 1976 as 

having an apostle knop. The length in 
1976 was 178 mm or 7".) C. early to mid 

17th century. 
L150 

W28 
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SP4 

M400 

Tinned latten St. John apostle spoon with 
"I.W."-initialled mark inside bowl. See 
Ronald F. Homer "Five centuries of base 
metal spoons" p. 54 for this recorded mark 
(here recorded under "lion sejant spoons"). 
Another example by IW was excavated in 
Amsterdam and is illustrated with mark in 
Amsterdam Historisch Museum 
"Opgravingen in Amsterdam", pp. 319. C. 
1570. 

L173 

W45 

Ph53 

SPS 

M401 

Latten apostle spoon with St. Andrew 
knop with half of the short stem diamond 
shaped towards bowl and other half 
rounded. This style is not recorded in 
England or the Netherlands, and some 
further research will have to be done to 
establish origin. No marks, c. first half of 
the 1 ?'h centurv 
L125 

W18 

Ph21a 

SP6 

M402 

Small latten apostle spoon with St. John 
knop showing repairs to diamond stem. 
No marks. (This type is found in Dutch 
silver.) 
L121 

WlS 

PhSS 
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SP7 

M403 

Dutch syump end spoon with an oval bowl 

and hexagonal stump end stem. Crowned 

rose mark with a visible "G" on the back of 

bowl. C. mid 1?1h century. 
Ll76 

W60 

SP8 

M404 

Leady pewter copy of a Dutch stump end 
spoon of the early 17th century type. 
L171 

WSO 

Ph57 

SP18 

M414 

Latten spoon with a long "diamond" stem 
and a diamond knop with two discs below. 
(Diamond sections on knop filed by hand). 

No marks - the type illustrated by Ronald 

F. Homer "Five centuries of base metal

spoons", p. 19 and 23, c. 15th or 16th 

century. (This type is now thought of as

Italian.)
L174 

W26 

Ph20 
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SP19 

M415 

Tinned latten spoon with a flat hexagonal 
stem with a central flute, scored by hand, 
a round bowl and a cone (strawberry) finial 
with two discs below. Touch within a rope 
border by "RS". See Ronald F. Homer 
"Five centuries of base metal spoons" p. 
55 for this recorded mark (here recorded 
under "puritan spoons"). An identical 
(173mm) English spoon but by the Master 
"H.G." (Homer p. 54, under "puritan") was 
excavated in Amsterdam and is illustrated 
in Amsterdam Historisch Museum 

"Opgravingen in Amsterdam", pp. 318, 
319. Photographic comparison (number
and position of cone seeds etc.) shows
that "R.S." and "H.G." have used the same
moulds for the casting of these spoons. C.
first quarter of the 17th century.

---

Ll80 

SP22 

M418 

Dutch latten horse hoof knop spoon with 
well off-set handle and plain stem, 
funneling out towards the oval bowl, this 
section grooved. No marks. C. mid 17th 

century. (Such off-set spoons are called 
"schnaps spoons" or "bride spoons" in 
some countries because they were used 
by ladies for drinking/toasting sugar/fruit
sweetened spirits at weddings etc. out of 
punch bowls.) 
LISO 

W20 

Ph36 
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SP23 

M419 

Dutch latten spoon with "bishop's head" 

knop (head with a mitre?) and five-sided 

stem, narrowing towards the bowl. No 

marks, c. mid 17th century. This is perhaps 

constructed to deceive? 
Ll39 
W23 
Pb35 

SP25 

M421 

Dutch tinned latten trifid spoon with a mark 
of a crowned heart with circular writing 

"Durit tinn", Lor IB initials in crown. 
Ll82 
W45 
Ph49 

Set of four, possibly Flemish, Queen Anne 

head pewter spoons decorated in relief by 

the unidentified pewterer "W.P." Similar 

examples are illustrated by Ronald F. 

Michaelis in "Antique Pewter of the British 

Isles", plate XL, iv. and also by the 

Worshipful Company of Pewterers' in their 
197 4 catalogue "Pewterware with Royal 

Associations", opposite p. 7 (Nos. 44-49 -

set of six). None of the writers declare 
these spoons as "English", nor do they list 
the mark as such. The maker's mark on 

these high quality spoons "W.P." was 
scratched in the mould which does not at 

all follow the marking practises laid down 

by the London Company. (Scratched-in

the-mould maker's initials were common 
on Flemish spoons and toys of the 17th 

and the first half of the 18th century.) 
This set relates closely to Arlington SP31-
36, but the angels holding the crown over 
the queen's head is not present on this 

set. (See also comments under SP31-36.) 
L176 � 

W30 
Pl� 

5o 
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SP31-36 

M427-432 

Six, possibly Flemish, Queen Anne head 
pewter spoons well decorated in relief by 
the unidentified pewterer "S.S." Two 

angels are here holding a crown above the 
Queen's head. The back too is well 

decorated with a floral scroll, flanking a 

reeded rat tail. Similar examples are 
illustrated by Ronald F. Homer "Five 

centuries of base metal spoons" p. 43., by 

Ronald F. Michaelis in "Antique Pewter of 

the British Isles", plate XL, iii. and also by 

the Worshipful Company of Pewterers' in 

their 197 4 catalogue "Pewterware with 

Royal Associations", opposite p. 7 (No. 50 
- a single spoon). None of the writers

declare these spoons as "English", nor do

they list the mark as such. The maker's

mark on these high quality spoons "S.S."
was scratched in the mould which does

not at all follow the marking practises laid

down by the London Company.
These six almost identical spoons were cast i11 

two sets of moulds with ve,y slight (minute)
variations lo the motif as is clear from a close
comparison of the two spoons to the left in the
photograph. One model is a copy of the other
by the same pewterer "S.S", as the copying is
done by an engraver in a copper alloy mould
from the original pallern, rather than as a
pewter copy taken from an original spoon.
This could indicate that the original mould
was worn out or damaged. It could also mean
that a popular model was copied, mark and
all, by a competing conlempora,y pewterer
which is less likely. Another more plausible
e.xpla11atio11 would be that the copying took
place in England and was executed by a good

engraver during the 2(/h centwy. Some ten
versions of the Queen A1111e commemorative
spoons have been recorded and some moulds
have been in circulation and also used during
the last centwy, presumably responsible for
the crisp copies. (The famous small
commemorative pewter plates of Nuremberg,
also cast i11 relief. were popular there and
highly i11jlue11cial elsewhere between c. I 630-
1670. Nine almost identical versions of plates
celebrating the coronation i11 163 7 of emperor
Ferdinand Ill were engraved and produced by
nine di.flerent pewterers a similar 
commercial opportunity to produce 
commemorative souvenirs were available to 
pewterers for the coronation of Queen Anne.) 
Wear on these spoons does not 

necessarily prove age as they no doubt 

often were purchased individually as 
souvenirs rather than by the dozen for use 
- if they were at all manufactured during
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the Queen Anne period? Had these 

pewter spoons been freely available in 
London during the period, the decoration 
and mould making technique would have 

become highly influential and one would 

expect to find other objects similarly 

engraved which is not at all the case. Nor 

are other objects (or spoons) known by 

"S.S." etc. in spite of a profusion of their 

Queen Anne spoons! There are some 

commemorative spoons with English 

(London) style marking. This "set" relates 

closely to Arlington SP27-30. 
L179 

W60 

Ph48 

SP40 

M436 

Reproduction of a late 17 th century Dutch 
spoon with no marks and cast in a very 

leady alloy indeed. This is the most 

common of spoon reproductions. 
L180 

WSl 

Ph18 

SP44 ---...:: 

M440 

Swedish right and left handed punch ladle 
with swept sides in the rococo style with a 
well turned wooden handle (bone finial 
missing), mark in bowl by Jonas Bostrom, 

Gothenburg, c. 1760. (Bruzelli 

"Tenngjutare i Sverige", p. 184, No. 116b.) 
L350 

W140 

Ph39 
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MS - Miscellaneous -

British 

No acc. No. 

Britannia Metal teapot with flower knop 
and metal handle. 
H165 

Dbl20 

Dr76 

Ph204 

No acc. No. 

Britannia metal pepperette on 3 lion's 
head feet with floral decor. 
H120 

Db63 

Dr25 

WllO 

Phl62 

No acc. No. 

Britannia metal lidded mustard with a blue 
liner, 3 lion's head feet, hinged lid, now 
detached. 
H104 

Db70 

Dr62 

W240 

Phl70 
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No acc. No. 

Britannia Metal bachelor teapot on a 
circular foot with wooden handle and lid 

finial. 
H90 

Db60 

Dr62 

W240 

Ph169 

No acc. No. 

Pewter hip flask with screw top. 
Size t03xt08 

W160 

Ph168 

MSl 

M444 

Ceremonial mace with a cross finial. No 
marks. 
L723 
D134 

Ph8 

MSS 

M448 

Unworked/unfinished body of a baluster 
measure with a ring on three legs soldered 
on top. The only noticeable turning is 
inside where steps were turned just below 
the rim. Such vessels are usually known 
as "bottle drainers" for reasons unknown. 
The steps at½", 1" and 1 ½" level from rim 
might have served an industrial purpose in 

the past? 
H227 

Db103 

Drt 17 

W1200 

Phl52 
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S6 

M449 

Pewter funnel with ring for hanging with 
turned decoration. 
H96 

084 

Ph243 

MS9 

M452 

Cylindrical, probably English box with 

white enameling surrounding an ormolu 

central motif on lid, depicting a seated 
Apollo playing the lyre to an audience of 

cattle, birds (peacocks?), a cat and a 

unicorn. C. late 17th century. 
H48 

Dbl12 

W405 

Ph27 

MS12 

M455i 

Set of dominoes in a box. 
Ph--

MS13 

M456 

Britannia Metal teapot on four feet with 

lacquered wooden handle and finial by 

Richard Parkin, Campo Lane, Sheffield, at 

that address 1853-1858. (See Jack L 

Scott, "Pewter Wares from Sheffield".) 
H156 

Dbl10x82 

W680 

Ph25 
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M.S16

M.459 

pewter candle mould.

t.J6S

\\7460

f\134

M.S11

M.46Safb

pewter candle mould.

tJ.41

W395

pn34

�o acc. �o. 

cness set coTT'PrisinQ ol 32 "''"'''"'•

pieces.

f\\-



MS - Miscellaneous -

foreign 

NMB 

Two similar lidded cruets inscribed Aqua 
(gadrooned) and Vino. C. late 181h or early 
19th century, possibly French, no marks. 
H104 

DbSO 

W180ea 

Ph74 

MS2 

M445 

Important chrismatory with 3 wells for 
consecrated oil, by the unidentified maker 
"8.1." of Cologne, first half 17 1

" century. 
(Between 1695 and 1725 the year "95" 
had to be shown in the three crowns touch 
and "25" thereafter. One such mark is 

illustrated by Cotterell OP5443 by 
mistake.) A three part chrismatory is 
illustrated by AJG Verster in "Old 

European Pewter", p. 91, and a footed 
example is in the collection of the 
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Cologne, No. J 
525, ill. No. 192 in mus. catalogue. 
H73 

Db76 

W310 

Pb237 
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MS3 

M446 

Hexagonal flask, probably late 1th century 
and of South German on gin 
(Prismenflasche) with six well executed 
wriggle worked panels, four depicting birds 
in foliage, one panel with a well dressed 
lady wearing a head dress and a necklace 
with a cross and holding a fan and a 
handkerchief. One panel with a bearded 
man with a walking stick wearing a hat 
and holding a pipe. One panel with 
ownership CS and a {later) scratched 
date. Three panels showing old repairs. 
No marks. 
H166 

Dbl60 

W940 

Ph3 
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MS4 

M447 

Wriggle worked Dutch tea flask (tea 

caddy) of baluster form on a low splayed 
foot and with a cylindrical screw cap with a 

small acorn finial. Maker's framed, circular 

but unidentified mark of a mobile angel 

blowing a lure with initials "M.B." and 
"1751" struck underneath. Similar 
examples are illustrated by B. Dubbe in 

"Tin en tinnegieters in Nederland", p. 299, 

c. 2nd half of the 18th century. 
H130 

Db61 

Dr28 

W230 

Ph307 

M457 

Pewter model ship of uncertain origin. 
L380 

W2328 

PhS 

MS8 

M451 

Dutch cylindrical tobacco box with rope 

border decoration to lid and base and a 

central medallion showing a seated, pipe 

smoking gentleman. Obscure angel mark 
struck inside base. An almost identical box 
by a Zwolle pewterer is illustrated by 

Dubbe, "Tin en tinnegieters in 
Nederlands", p. 301. Mid - late 18th 

century. 
H53 

Dbl St 

Dr147 

W570 

Ph26 
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MSlO 

M453 

Dutch tea caddy of oval form with 

gadrooned edges to lid and to top and 
bottom of drum. No marks. 
HlOO 

Dbl04x82 (oval) 

W310 

Ph4 

NMD 

German whale oil lamp with a graduated 

clock reservoir. Indistinct set of three 
marks to base. 

135mm, 
L400 

Db180 

W800 

Ph85 
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